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Zusammenfassung
Large-Scale Structure Probes of Accelerated Expansion
Die Kosmologie hat in den letzten beiden Dekaden weitreichende Fortschritte gemacht.
Wir sind heute in der Lage, die Geschichte des Universums mit beeindruckender
Präzision zu rekonstruieren. Eine Vielzahl von bahnbrechenden Beobachtungen hat
zur Entwicklung des kosmologischen Standardmodells geführt: LCDM.
Doch trotz dieser Erfolge bleiben noch viele Fragen offen: ist die beobachtete
beschleunigte Expansion des Universums auf eine kosmologische Konstante zurück
zu führen? Falls nicht, was ist die Natur der dunklen Energie, die diesen Prozess
antreibt? Wird Gravitation auf allen Skalen von Einsteins Allgemeiner Relativitätsthe-
orie beschrieben?
Diese Dissertation versucht zur Beantwortung dieser Fragen mithilfe der Struk-
tur der Materieverteilung im Universum beizutragen. Eine besonders wichtige Rolle
spielen hierbei Galaxienhaufen, da ihre Anzahl empfindlich von der zugrundeliegen-
den Dynamik des Dichtefeldes abhängt. Gleichzeitig sind sie als massivste Strukturen
im Universum über riesige Distanzen sichtbar und erlauben es somit, Theorien mit
Beobachtungen zu konfrontieren.
Nach einer Einführung in die moderne Kosmologie in Kapitel 1, untersuche ich die
Möglichkeit, mit der Anzahl der beobachteten Galaxienhaufen mehr über die Param-
eter des LCDM-Modells zu lernen. In Kapitel 2 werden die Ergebnisse des Planck-
Satelliten diskutiert, der eine Vielzahl von Haufen entdeckt hat. Dabei diskutiere
ich das theoretische Modell, das notwendig ist um aus der beobachteten Häufigkeit
kosmologische Schlussfolgerungen zu ziehen. Dabei werden einige Verbesserungen
vorgeschlagen, die in meine Vorhersagen für die Galaxienhaufen-Analysen des mo-
mentan geplanten CORE-Satelliten einfliessen.
In Kapitel 3 werden Parametrisierungen vorgestellt, um Abweichungen von Stan-
dard-Gravitation möglichst modellunabhängig zu messen. Zunächst wird das Prob-
lem in der Newtonschen Theorie diskutiert, bevor wir einen relativistischen Zugang
finden der es erlaubt, die kosmologischen Störungsgleichungen im frühen Universum
konsistent für parametrische Modelle zu lösen. Beispielhaft diskutiere ich eine modi-
fizierte Gravitationstheorie, f (R), und wie sich die Zeitentwicklung des Dichtefeldes
auf die zuvor präsentierte Parametrisierung abbilden lässt.
Anschliessend wird in Kapitel 4 eine theoretische Massenfunktion entwickelt, die
es erlaubt, die erwartete Häufigkeit von Galaxienhaufen in f (R)-Theorien vorher-
zusagen und damit nach Abweichungen von Standardgravitation zu suchen. Dabei
wird die Rolle von Neutrinos miteinbezogen, die den erwarteten Effekt von modi-
fizierter Gravitation kaschieren können. Ich diskutiere die Auswirkung anhand von
Vorhersagen für derzeitige und zukünftige Beobachtungen. Diese demonstrieren, dass
Neutrinos in der Suche nach modifizierter Gravitation nicht zu vernachlässigen sind.
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Abstract
Large-Scale Structure Probes of Accelerated Expansion
Cosmology made impressive strides forward in the last two decades. Today, we are
able to reconstruct the history of the Universe to astonishing precision. A multitude
of ground-breaking observations lead to the establishment of a cosmological standard
model: LCDM.
Despite the success, many questions remain: is the observed accelerated expansion
of the Universe caused by a cosmological constant? If this is not the case, what is the
nature of dark energy driving this process? Is gravity described by Einstein’s theory
of general relativity on all scales?
This dissertation tries to approach these questions by analysing the structure of
the matter distribution in the Universe. Clusters of galaxies are of special interest
here, since their abundance depends sensitively on the dynamics of the underlying
density field. At the same time, they are observable over vast distances, which allows
to confront theory with measurements.
After an introduction to modern cosmology in Chapter 1, I discuss the possibilities
to learn more about the LCDM parameters with clusters of galaxies. In Chapter 2 I
present the cluster results from the Planck satellite and develop the theoretical model
used to draw cosmological conclusions from the observed cluster catalogue. Various
improvements to previously employed methods are discussed, that are then incorpo-
rated in cosmological cluster forecasts for the currently planned CORE satellite.
In Chapter 3 various parametric methods to detect deviations from standard grav-
ity without assuming specific models are discussed. Starting from a framework in
Newtonian theory, it is then extended to a fully relativistic setting that allows to solve
the cosmological perturbation equations for the early Universe in parametric exten-
sions of the standard model. As an example I discuss a specific modified gravity
theory, f (R), and present a mapping between the evolution of the density field in the
modified gravity model and the parametric approach.
Subsequently, in Chapter 4 I develop a theoretical mass function that allows to pre-
dict the cluster number counts in f (R) theories to search for deviations from standard
gravity in the observed abundance. The role of neutrinos is included in the frame-
work, since they can potentially mask effects of modified gravity. I demonstrate the
degeneracy with various forecasts for current and future cluster surveys, which shows
that neutrinos can not be neglected in searches for modified gravity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cosmology is nothing if not ambitious. Its goal is to understand the evolution of
the whole Universe as a physical system spanning about 14 billion years. On this
long journey, cosmology encounters a large variety of physical processes, from particle
physics shaping the early universe briefly after the hot big bang, to gas collapsing
under its own gravity to form galaxies, stars, planets and finally observers.
We live now in an era in which the big picture seems to be consolidated and cos-
mology has produced its own standard model, LCDM. This was made possible by
unprecedented advances in observations: the revolutionary discovery of the acceler-
ated expansion of the universe by supernovae measurements, the determination of
the cosmic microwave background anisotropy to incredible precision, and the cur-
rently ongoing effort to map the large-scale structure. All of those datasets – from
the very early times when the Universe was only 300000 years old, to the cosmic web
we see in observations almost 14 billion years later; from smallest scales governing
the primordial formation of elements, to filaments spanning many megaparsecs – are
explained by a surprisingly simple framework.
However, the picture of the Universe implied by LCDM is astonishing. It predicts
that its namesakes, a cosmological constant L and cold dark matter, account for 95%
of its energy content. Neither of these components has ever been seen in a laboratory
before. Their observation is at the moment the only manifestation of physics beyond
the standard model of particle physics. This makes cosmology a crucial part of the
search for a more fundamental theory of nature, and the Universe itself provides an
environment to test theories beyond anything we can ever accomplish in earthbound
experiments.
Even beyond the challenge to find a physical candidate for the measured dark
components, nagging questions remain. The LCDM framework works very well in
terms of a phenomenological description, but it is also plagued by several suspicious
coincidences. Why are the densities of dark matter and dark energy so similar today?
Why is the cosmological constant so small, contrary to our expectations? We do not
have satisfying answers to these questions, but they lead us to develop modifications
of the model. They can either take the form of new contributions to the Universe’s
energy budget, or it is possible that we are witnessing the breakdown of gravity as
described by general relativity itself. How to confront theories of dark energy or mod-
ified gravity with observations will be a major topic of this thesis.
This chapter briefly introduces various underlying concepts of modern cosmology
and we will develop various tools and notations that are used throughout this work.
We start by providing an overview over homogeneous cosmology in Sec 1.1, with
particular focus on the cosmological constant and fundamental theoretical problems
associated with it. These problems will be the main motivation for large parts of this
thesis. Sec. 1.2 contains a brief summary of the theory of cosmic density fields, and we
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discuss their initial statistics and the linear evolution driven by an interplay of gravity,
expanding space and the fluid equations. In Sec 1.3 we will move into the non-linear
regime and introduce the spherical collapse framework. It allows us to describe how
the highest peaks of the density field decouple from the background expansion and
collapse under their own gravity to form clusters of galaxies, which are the largest
observable structures in the Universe today. We will close the introduction with an
overview over this thesis in Sec. 1.4
1.1 The homogeneous universe
Throughout this work, we will adapt the Copernican principle and assume that the
Universe appears homogeneous and isotropic on scales larger than a few hundred
megaparsecs to a freely-falling observer. The only interaction relevant on these scales
is gravity. The gravitational field is spacetime, characterised by the metric g
µn
1, and
its dynamics are governed by general relativity (GR) through the Einstein field equa-
tions2
G
µn
  Lg
µn
= 8pGT
µn
, G
µn
= R
µn
  R
2
g
µn
, (1.1)
that connect the geometry encoded in the Einstein tensor G
µn
to the matter content of
spacetime given by the energy-momentum tensor T
µn
. The cosmological constant term
L is crucial for the evolution of the universe today, and can either be interpreted as
part of the geometry of spacetime, or as contribution to the energy-momentum tensor
where it is called dark energy. While both points of view are completely equivalent
in Eq. 1.1, the physical interpretation is quite different. We will come back to this
distinction in Sec. 1.1.1.
Under the symmetry assumptions implied by the Copernican principle, the so-
lution to the field equations is given by the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) metric3. In spherical coordinates, we can write the line element as
ds2 =  dt2 + a2(t)

dr2
1   kr2 + r
2 dW2
 
, (1.2)
where the only possible dynamic in an isotropic and homogeneous spacetime is a
uniform spatial expansion, given by the scale factor a(t). This expression allows for
constant spatial curvature characterised by the parameter k.
The only energy-momentum tensor compatible with homogeneity and isotropy is
that of an ideal fluid with density r and pressure p
T
µn
= (r + p)u
µ
u
n
  g
µn
p , (1.3)
where we introduced the 4-velocity u
µ
= ad0
µ
and the density and pressure will gen-
erally consist of a sum from various species such as matter and photons. The Einstein
tensor G
µn
fulfills the Bianchi identity
rµG
µn
= 0 , (1.4)
1Greek indices refer to the four spacetime components, while we denote spatial three-vectors with
latin indices.
2We use natural units c = h̄ = 1 throughout this work.
3We adopt the ( , +, +, +) signature of the metric.
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and rµg
µn
= 0, which implies that the energy-momentum tensor is covariantly con-
served by the Einstein equations
rµT
µn
= ∂µT
µn
+ Gµ
µa
Ta
n
  Ga
µn
Tµ
a
= 0 . (1.5)
This expression differs from a regular conservation law in static space by the connec-
tion coefficients G, the Christoffel symbols
Gµ
ab
=
gµs
2
 
∂
b
g
sa
+ ∂
a
g
sb
  ∂
s
g
ab
 
, (1.6)
which account for the geometry of spacetime. This expression only holds locally, in
GR there are no globally conserved quantities mainly due to the problem of finding a
unique definition of global in a dynamic spacetime.
The time evolution of the scale factor – and with that, of the entire Universe on
large scales – can be derived by inserting the metric 1.2 into the field equations 1.1.
From the 00-component, we get
ȧ2 + k
a2
=
8pG
3
(r + L) , (1.7)
and we denote time derivatives with dots, ȧ ⌘ da/dt. Using 1.7 together with the
trace of the Einstein equations yields an expression for the second derivative of the
scale factor, the acceleration equation
ä
a
=  4pG
3
(r + 3p) +
L
3
. (1.8)
These are the two Friedmann equations. They are often expressed in terms of the
Hubble function H ⌘ ȧ/a instead of a. The line element 1.2 is invariant under the
rescaling
a ! aa , r ! r
a
, k ! a2k , (1.9)
and we can use this freedom to normalise a(t0) = 1 at present time, with the corre-
sponding Hubble constant H0 ⌘ 100 ⇥ h km s 1 Mpc 1 conventionally expressed by
the parameter h, and current measurements give h = 0.6774 ± 0.0049 (Planck Collab-
oration et al., 2016a). The scale factor a is therefore dimensionless, while r and k 1/2
have units of length. Note that the Hubble distance H 10 ⇡ 3 Gpc/h sets a convenient
scale that is of the order of the size of the observable Universe.
Since the gravitational field is constructed to obey the Bianchi identity, we can
also recover the local energy-momentum conservation by combining both Friedmann
equations to get
d
dt
⇣
a3r
⌘
+ p
d
dt
(a3) = 0 , (1.10)
in analogy to the first law of thermodynamics, dU + pdV = 0, expressing the change
in internal energy of a fluid expanding with the Hubble flow. Any heat flux dQ has to
vanish since it would violate the assumption of isotropy. We can express the same fact
equivalently in the form of a continuity equation
ṙ + 3H(a)(r + p) = 0 , (1.11)
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and use whichever relation is more convenient at the time. Noting that the Hubble
parameter defines a critical density scale
rcrit =
3H20
8pG
, (1.12)
we can express the energy content of the Universe in terms of dimensionless density
parameters
W(a) ⌘ r(a)
rcrit
=
8pGr
3H20
. (1.13)
This allows us to write the first Friedmann equation 1.7 in the form
H2
H20
= W
g
a 4 + Wma 3 + WKa 2 + WL , (1.14)
where all parameters are measured at present time, Wm is the non-relativistic matter
content consisting of baryons and dark matter, W
g
the relativistic contribution made
up of photons and neutrinos, and we defined the corresponding curvature- and L-
parameters
Wk ⌘   kH20
, WL ⌘ L3H20
. (1.15)
Keep in mind that the fluid analogy should not be taken too seriously for these com-
ponents, e.g. Wk is negative for positive curvature. Since we normalised a(t0) = 1 and
H(t0) = H0, all contributions on the right hand side of Eq. 1.14 add up to 1. Hence
Wi can be thought of as the fraction of the Universe’s energy content in the form of
the respective contribution. All terms scale with different powers of the scale factor a,
therefore they will be dominant throughout different eras of the Universe. The nature
of this scaling lies within the equation of state
pi = wiri , (1.16)
connecting density and pressure in the energy-momentum tensor for every species.
This additional relation closes the system of Friedmann equations 1.7 and 1.8 and
determines the evolution of the smooth background once the initial conditions Wi are
specified. In general, the W(a) dependance can be written as
Wi(a) = Wi(a0) a 3(1+wi) . (1.17)
Thus we have w
g
= 1/3 for radiation and relativistic particles, wm = 0 for non-
relativistic matter and a cosmological constant requires wL =  1. Its associated en-
ergy density is constant with time and does not dilute as the universe expands, which
serves as a reminder of the fact that conservation laws in GR only hold locally.
Measurements suggest that we live in a spatially flat Universe (Planck Collabo-
ration et al., 2016a; Alam et al., 2017) with a curvature scale large compared to the
Hubble distance k 1/2   H 10 , and we will set k = 0 from here on. At present time
radiation ceased to be a major contribution to the energy budget, so the only relevant
terms left in eq. 1.7 are proportional to Wm, largely consisting of dark matter, and
WL. Interestingly, we live in a time when both contributions are relevant, just before
the cosmological constant will completely dominate the expansion of the Universe as
matter is increasingly diluted. We show the most precise current measurements of the
density parameters in Tab. 1.1.
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TABLE 1.1: Current constraints on the density parameters from Planck Collabo-
ration et al., 2016a. The radiation density was calculated from the
measured temperature of the cosmic microwave background TCMB =
2.7255 K. The contribution from curvature is constrained to be very
small.
Wm WL Wg Wk
0.3089 ± 0.0062 0.6911 ± 0.0062 (5.39 ± 0.07) ⇥ 10 5 0.8+4.0+3.9 ⇥ 10 3
The wavelength l of radiation propagating through an expanding background is
stretched and it loses energy on the way to the observer. This effect is observable as a
redshift z ⌘ Dl/l for distant objects, connected to the scale factor by the relation
a =
1
1 + z
, (1.18)
which, together with a distance measurement, allows to reconstruct the expansion
history of the universe (e.g. Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999).
In a dynamic spacetime however, there is no unique notion of distance. The mea-
sure will ultimately depend on the quantity we are considering. Often it is convenient
to define the comoving distance c, which is constant for two objects moving with the
Hubble flow
c ⌘
Z dt
a(t)
=
Z a
1
da0
a02H(a0)
=
Z z
0
dz0
H(z0)
, (1.19)
and we will mostly use it from now on even though it is worth to keep in mind that c
itself is not observable. It is related to the physical distance cphys measured by the light
travel time between observers infinitesimally by the scale factor, dc = adcphys, so we
get
cphys ⌘
Z a
1
da0
a0H(a0)
=
Z z
0
dz0
(1 + z0)H(z0)
. (1.20)
Another useful quantity is the distance inferred from the angular size of an object, the
angular diameter distance (Hogg, 1999)
cA ⌘ c1 + z , (1.21)
and the luminosity distance cL, which is defined in a way to preserve the Euclidian
relation F = L/(4pc2L) between observed flux F and intrinsic luminosity L. Since the
flux drops off not only with distance, but also with an additional factor (1 + z) due to
redshift, we get
cL ⌘ (1 + z)c . (1.22)
This is especially relevant for distance estimates using standardised candles with known
intrinsic luminosity such as supernovae Ia (Astier et al., 2006).
We show the evolution of these different distance measures with redshift in Fig. 1.1.
It is interesting to note that cA is not a monotonic function of a or z, therefore the an-
gular diameter of an object with fixed physical size on the sky reaches a minimum
with increasing physical distance before it starts growing again. This is a reflection
of the non-trivial geometry of our universe. Another consequence is that only c and
cphys are additive, while cA and cL are not.
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FIGURE 1.1: Evolution of the luminosity distance cL (green), the comoving dis-
tance c (blue), the physical distance cphys (black) and the angular
diameter distance cA (red) with redshift.
1.1.1 The cosmological constant problem
The cosmological constant term in Eq. 1.1 is of great interest since it currently domi-
nates the effective energy budget of the universe. Historically, it was introduced by
Einstein noting that the second Friedmann Eq. 1.8 without L requires ä 6= 0 and pre-
vents static solutions. This contradicted the state of astronomy at the time, and setting
L = 4pG(r + 3p) (1.23)
fixes the dynamics to ä = 0. Consequently, the cosmological constant can cause accel-
eration if it exceeds 4pG(r + 3p). However, L was mostly discarded after the discov-
ery of the expansion of the Universe (Hubble, 1929), even though it always remained
a possible addition to the field equations.
The situation is slightly complicated by a theorem of Lovelock, 1972, that proves
under quite general assumptions that L is not a possible addition to the theory, but
the only one. If the gravitational action can be written in terms of the metric g
µn
alone,
coupled to some matter Langrangian Lm,
S =
Z
dx4
p g  L(g
µn
) + Lm
 
, (1.24)
then the unique field equations of second order in four dimensions are given by
a
✓
R
µn
  R
2
g
µn
◆
+ lg
µn
= T
µn
, (1.25)
with the usual energy-momentum tensor T
µn
= dLm/dgµn + gµnLm, and the equations
of motion contain two coupling constants
a ⌘ 1
8pG
, l ⌘ L
8pG
, (1.26)
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where the units where chosen to match our notation in Eq. 1.1. General relativity is
hence the unique theory of gravity in four dimensions with second-order equations of
motion, and a cosmological constant term is a fundamental constituent. This implies
that L should be considered as a constant of nature in the same way as the Newtonian
constant G, and its absence, not its presence, would require explanation. Lovelock’s
theorem also has severe consequences for any modifications of gravity, and changing
Einstein’s theory is only possible in the following ways:
• Change the number of spacetime dimensions.
• Accept higher than second derivatives in the equations of motion. Note that in
most cases, the resulting theory can dynamically decay to negative energy states
and is therefore unstable (Ostrogradski, 1850; Woodard, 2007).
• Build the gravitational action from fields apart from the metric itself and there-
fore give up on the geometrical interpretation of gravity.
• Generate the equations of motion not from an action principle, but in some other
way (e.g. emergent gravity by Verlinde, 2017).
It is also interesting to note that the cosmological constant is not a relativistic effect,
as the same term is already present in Newtonian gravity. Starting from the Poisson
equation for the potential y
r2y = 4pGr , (1.27)
we can find the corresponding Newtonian action
S =
Z
d3x
✓
1
2
(ry)2 + 4pGry
◆
, (1.28)
and it is perfectly allowed to add an additional scalar term
S =
Z
d3x
✓
1
2
(ry)2 + 4pGry   Ly
◆
. (1.29)
Variation with respect to y yields the most general Newtonian equation of motion
r2y = 4pGr   L , (1.30)
which contains a cosmological constant term that can give rise to overall attractive
or repulsive forces, so the vacuum is allowed to have gravitational interactions on its
own even in Newtonian gravity. The term was not noticed because it is small and
clearly not needed to describe planetary orbits.
Since our Universe is undergoing accelerated expansion (Riess et al., 1998; Perl-
mutter et al., 1999), in our Universe we have L > 4pG(r + 3p) and as we can see in
Tab. 1.1 it is the dominant component today.
This does raise the question: where is the problem? Why is a considerable amount
of effort directed at discovering the nature of dark energy if we have a natural expla-
nation in terms of the cosmological constant?
As it turns out, the problem is not the existence of L in GR, but its observed value.
Today, WL ⇡ 0.685 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016a). This corresponds to an energy
scale
rL = WLrcrit = WL
3H20
8pG
⇡ (3 ⇥ 10 3 eV)4 , (1.31)
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in particle physics units. As mentioned before, formally we can also consider the
cosmological constant as a contribution to the energy-momentum tensor by defining
TDE
µn
⌘ L
8pG
g
µn
, (1.32)
and we call L dark energy (DE) when it is considered part of the energy-momentum
tensor. As we have seen, wDE =  1, so we get rDE =  pDE. Negative pressure
seems like an exotic property, but as it turns out we have a good candidate for such
behaviour. Consider the action for a scalar field f with a potential V(f)
S =
Z
dx4
p g
✓
1
2
g
µn
∂
µ
f∂
µ
f   V(f)
◆
, (1.33)
from which we can derive the corresponding energy-momentum tensor
T
µn
= ∂
µ
f∂
n
f   g
µn
✓
1
2
gab∂
a
j∂
b
j   V(f)
◆
, (1.34)
and the symmetry assumptions of the FLRW metric imply that the field can depend
on time only, f(t). We then read off the effective density
r
f
=  T00 =
1
2
ḟ
2 + V(f) , (1.35)
and pressure
p
f
d
i
j = T
i
j =
1
2
ḟ
2   V(f) . (1.36)
The effective equation of state of such a field is therefore
w
f
=
ḟ
2/2   V(f)
ḟ
2/2 + V(f)
, (1.37)
which can vary between 1 for ḟ   V(f) and  1 for V(f)   ḟ. Dark energy thus
behaves like a scalar field dominated by its potential energy, and in the stationary
case of ḟ = 0 we recover exactly w
f
=  1. This is the behaviour of a field resting
at the minimum f0 of the potential, and there is no reason for V(f0) to vanish, so we
expect effective contributions to dark energy from such fields. The problem is that we
have discovered at least one scalar field of a similar type: the Higgs (Aad et al., 2015).
We can estimate the resulting contribution at the potential minimum f0 as (Srednicki,
2007)
rHiggs = V(f0) ⇠ m2Hv2 ⇠ (170 GeV)4 , (1.38)
with the measured Higgs mass mH ⇡ 125 GeV and vacuum expectation value v ⇡
246 GeV. This is clearly enormous compared to the measured value of rL in Eq. 1.31.
However, the problem is even more severe. In quantum field theory (QFT), fields
are constructed out of harmonic oscillators for each Fourier mode k. After quantisa-
tion, every field with mass mi contributes a zero-point energy density for each mode
(Weinberg, 1989)
rvac ⇠ Â
i
si
Z kmax 4pk2dk
(2p)3
q
k2 + m2i
2
⇠   k
4
max
16p2
. (1.39)
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The sum runs over all elemental particles in the standard model, with the sign varying
depending on the spin,
si ⌘
8
<
:
 1 for fermions
+1 for bosons
(1.40)
and we introduced a cut-off kmax for the divergent integral. Even just calculating this
integral up to scales where physics is well tested at accelerators, kmax ⇠ 100 GeV, leads
again to gigantic contributions. Note that there are more fermions than bosons in the
standard model, so the net vacuum energy from ground states is large and negative.
We emphasize that the contributions in Eqs. 1.38 and 1.39 are quantities predicted
by one of the most successful theories we have today, QFT. Their observed absence is
therefore clearly a problem. There is one solution that works: suppose we get
rHiggs + rvac + · · ·   L8pG ⇡ (3 ⇥ 10
 3 eV)4 , (1.41)
so the cosmological constant of general relativity could cancel all other terms to aston-
ishing accuracy, while leaving a very small observed value. This conspiracy between
quantum theory and GR is hard to believe, and no mechanism to enforce it has been
found so far – and not for a lack of trying (see e.g. Weinberg, 1989 and Burgess, 2013
for excellent summaries of failed attempts). A common working assumption is to set
the sum in Eq. 1.41 to zero, since it seems easier to imagine that any unknown mecha-
nism could yield a perfect cancellation instead of leaving a small, observable net effect.
We then have to find an independent mechanism to explain the accelerated expansion
taking place in recent cosmic history.
1.1.2 Scalar fields as dark energy
As we have seen in the last section, there is indeed no shortage of ideas to cause accel-
erated expansion. The most straightforward way again relies on the scalar field f de-
fined by the action 1.33. At early times, such a field driving the accelerated expansion
is called the inflaton (Starobinsky, 1980; Linde, 1982; Albrecht and Steinhardt, 1982),
and at late times the quintessence field (Wetterich, 1988), but the underlying physics is
the same. Usually one fixes a potential V(f) and calculates the resulting cosmology,
but a scalar field can actually give rise to any dynamic of the background expansion
(Ratra and Peebles, 1988). To see this, we write the two Friedmann equations 1.7 and
1.8 for the energy density r
f
and pressure p
f
associated with the field f
3H2 = 8pGr
f
= 8pG
✓
1
2
ḟ
2 + V(f)
◆
(1.42)
 2Ḣ   3H = 8pGp
f
= 8pG
✓
1
2
ḟ
2   V(f)
◆
, (1.43)
and we assume a given expansion history a(t). Adding Eqs. 1.42 and 1.43 yields
 2Ḣ = 8pGḟ2 , (1.44)
and since Ḣ  0, we can solve for f(t) by integrating
f(t) = fini ±
Z t
tini
dt0
s
  ˙H(t0)
4pG
. (1.45)
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The integrand in Eq. 1.45 is monotonic, so we can invert the function to get t(f). Sub-
tracting Eqs. 1.42 and 1.43 leads to the potential
V(f) =
1
8pG
h
Ḣ(t) + 3H(t)
i
=
1
8pG
h
Ḣ(t
 
f
 
+ 3H
 
t(f)
 i
, (1.46)
which can support any expansion history specified by H(t). We assumed for simplic-
ity that the energy budget is given by f alone, but other contributions ri and pi can be
added in the Friedmann equations and the construction proceeds in the same way.
It is therefore not difficult to come up with additional scalar fields that drive the
accelerated expansion, but the problem of scale remains. By taking a time derivative
of Eq. 1.42 and substituting the second Friedmann Eq. 1.43, we can also derive the
Klein-Gordon equation for a scalar field in an expanding background
f̈ + 3Hḟ   ∂
∂f
V(f) = 0 , (1.47)
where H plays the role of a damping term. If the field is supposed to resemble a
cosmological constant as measurements suggest, we need the damping to be domi-
nant, H ⇠ p∂2V/∂f2, in order to keep the field static leading to an equation of state
w
f
⇡  1 from Eq. 1.37. But this is the associated mass scale of the field, thus
m
f
=
s
∂
2V(f)
∂f
2 ⇠ H0 ⇠ 10 33 eV , (1.48)
which is tiny. Note that the number appears here due to a circular argument: H0 is
responsible for setting the small energy scale associated with the effective L and the
accelerated expansion today in Eq. 1.31 that seems to be in need of explanation. How-
ever, by demanding that the field is damped by the current expansion and behaves
like a cosmological constant, we find that the mass scale has to be of order of the mea-
sured Hubble parameter. The problem is also apparent in the reconstructed potential
in Eq. 1.46 – we can get any expansion history at the price of inserting H by hand,
but then we might as well set the value of L to whatever is observed in the first place
without introducing additional quantities.
So we made no progress in understanding how this scale arises from some funda-
mental process. If the scalar field also couples to other matter, the small mass trans-
lates to an attractive interaction with range of the Hubble distance ⇠ H 10 (Carroll,
2001) that has not been detected. Scalar fields therefore provide a phenomenological
framework to model the expansion history, but so far fail to explain it.
The discussion applies to the epoch of inflation as well, but the Hubble rate Hinf at
early times is of order of the Planck scale, m
f
⇠ Hinf ⇠ MPl, and we have seen from
the discussion in Sec. 1.1.1 that very large scales more easily arise from fundamental
theory in particle physics, so the problem is less severe.
The third alternative, apart from a cosmological constant or scalar fields as drivers
for the accelerated expansion, is modifying general relativity itself. We will return to
this possibility in Chapter 3 and discuss a possible theory and its phenomenology in
detail.
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FIGURE 1.2: The temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) as seen
by the PLANCK satellite. The fluctuations shown here are of order
DT/T ⇠ 10 5 and almost perfectly Gaussian. They form the initial
seeds for all structures in the Universe today. Copyright: ESA, Planck
collaboration
1.2 The cosmic density field
The Universe we observe clearly shows deviations from perfect homogeneity and
isotropy, both assumptions only hold on average. The structures we find today are
a consequence of the primordial density fluctuations DT/T ' 10 5 that we measure
in the cosmic microwave background shown in Fig. 1.2. Since the initial deviations
from the mean density are small, we define the density contrast d as
d(x) ⌘ r(x)   r̄
r̄
, (1.49)
by subtracting the average density r̄. It is the main quantity of interest for understand-
ing the growth of structures.
1.2.1 Gaussian random fields
The anisotropy in the CMB follows a Gaussian distribution to remarkable accuracy
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2016b), and consequently we will adopt this statistical
model for the density contrast. The probability to find the amplitudes d(x1) and d(x2)
at two points x1 and x2 in space is therefore given by a bivariate Gaussian distribution
p(d(x1), d(x2) =
1p
(2p)2 det(C)
exp
0
@ 1
2
 
d(x1)
d(x2)
!T
C 1
 
d(x1)
d(x2)
!1
A , (1.50)
with the covariance matrix
C =
 ⌦
d
2(x1)
↵ ⌦
d(x1)d(x2)
↵
⌦
d(x2)d(x1)
↵ ⌦
d
2(x2)
↵
!
. (1.51)
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The mean h. . . i here indicates an average over an hypothetical ensemble of universes,
which is clearly not observable. We will comment on this issue in Sec. 1.2.2. The
off-diagonal elements of the covariance define the correlation function
x(x1, x2) ⌘
⌦
d(x1)d(x2)
↵
, (1.52)
between the two points. It describes how fast the field loses memory of its value at
x1 with increasing distance r = |x2   x1| and hence sets a typical scale for structures.
Note that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
⌦
d(x2)d(x1)
↵2  ⌦d2(x1)d2(x2)
↵
, (1.53)
guarantees that the covariance C is positive definite. Statistical homogeneity ensures
that the correlation function can only depend on the relative distance r between points
and the variance has to be the same everywhere,
⌦
d
2(x1)
↵
=
⌦
d
2(x2)
↵
. In addition,
isotropy implies that the correlation has to be independent of the direction and can
only depend on the magnitude of the separation r.
For purely Gaussian density fields, dealing with the variance is sufficient, since the
mean is zero by construction and all even higher moments are related hd2ni µ hd2in,
while odd moments hd2n+1i µ hdi vanish. This is a consequence of Wick’s theorem
(Srednicki, 2007).
Homogeneous fields have independent modes in Fourier space. To see this, we
transform the density field
d(k) =
Z
d3x d(x) e ik·x . (1.54)
and calculate the variance between two modes k1 and k2, which yields
hd(k1)d⇤(k2)i ⌘ (2p)3 dD(k1   k2) P(k) , (1.55)
with the power spectrum P(k), and the Dirac distribution dD ensures that the Fourier
modes decouple. The covariance 1.51 then becomes diagonal in Fourier space, and the
probability to find the joint amplitudes for modes k1 and k2 separates into
p
 
d(k1, k2)
 
= p
 
d(k1)
 
p
 
d(k2)
 
. (1.56)
Note that, because the correlation function is dimensionless, the power spectrum has
the dimension of a volume. From the Fourier transform of d(x), we find the relation
between the correlation function x(r) and the power spectrum P(k):
x(r) =
Z d3k1
(2p)3
Z d3k2
(2p)3
hd(k1)d⇤(k2)i e ik1·x1 eik2·x2
= 2p
Z k2dk
(2p)3
P(k)
Z
sin j dj eikr cos j
= 4p
Z k2dk
(2p)3
P(k) j0(kr) ,
(1.57)
with the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, j0(x) = sin(x)/x, and we switched
to spherical coordinates and introduced the angle j between the two vectors k =
k2   k1 and r = x2   x1 to perform the integration. The variance of the field can be
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recovered by setting r = 0,
x(0) = hd2i = s2 = 4p
Z k2dk
(2p)3
P(k) , (1.58)
which suggests to define the dimensionless quantity
D2(k) ⌘ k3P(k) = d ln k
dk
s
2 , (1.59)
measuring the relative fluctuations per logarithmic interval in k. We still have to fix the
amplitude of the fluctuations, and this is commonly done by specifying the variance
at one specific scale. To do so, we introduce the smoothed density contrast
dR(x) =
Z
d3y d(x) WR(|x   y|) , (1.60)
with the top-hat filter of width R. This convolution turns into a product in Fourier
space, so the smoothed variance is given by:
s
2
R = 4p
Z k2dk
(2p)3
P(k) W2R(k) . (1.61)
By convention the variance of density fluctuations is then measured at a scale of R =
8 h 1 Mpc, which makes the amplitude of the power spectrum proportional to s28 .
1.2.2 Ergodic principle and cosmic variance
In the last section, we introduced averages h. . . i over the density contrast d, which is
thought of as the outcome of a Gaussian random process. However, there is only one
Universe, so instead of calculating the mean over an ensemble of realisations of the
field, we average over causally disconnected volumes of space. The assumption that
both prescriptions are equivalent is the ergodic principle in cosmology.
As we will see, there are fundamental limits to this approach since there is only a
limited number of uncorrelated patches for every scale. If we want to determine the
statistical properties of any quantity g, it has to be expanded in spherical harmonics
on the sky:
g(n̂) = Ầ
m
a`mY`m(n̂) , (1.62)
and statistical isotropy again prevents any preferred direction and therefore angular
dependence. Hence all information about the variance is encoded in the coefficients
⌦
a`ma⇤`0m0
↵ ⌘ C` d``0 dmm0 . (1.63)
With this expression, we get the general two-point function
⌦
g(n̂) g⇤(n̂0)
↵
= Ầ
m
C` Y`m(n̂) Y⇤`m(n̂
0) = Ầ C`
✓
2` + 1
4p
◆
P`(n̂ · n̂0) , (1.64)
and by using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials P`, we can invert eq. 1.64
to get:
C` =
1
4p
Z
d2n̂
Z
d2n̂0 P`(n̂ · n̂0)
⌦
g(n̂) g⇤(n̂0)
↵
. (1.65)
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However, we can see the sky from only one position. What is actually observed is an
average over m for each fixed `
Cobs` =
1
2` + 1 Âm
a`ma⇤`m =
1
4p
Z
d2n̂
Z
d2n̂0 P`(n̂ · n̂0) g(n̂) g⇤(n̂0) , (1.66)
and the mean square difference between Eqs. 1.65 and 1.66 is then given by (Weinberg,
2008) * 
C`   Cobs`
C`
!2+
= 1   2 + 1
(2` + 1)2 C2`
Â
mm0
⌦
a`ma⇤`ma`m0 a
⇤
`m0
↵
. (1.67)
If the individual coefficients a`m follow a Gaussian distribution, we can apply the Wick
theorem to express the correlator as a product of two-point functions. Thus we arrive
at the final result * 
C`   Cobs`
C`
!2+
=
2
2` + 1
C` . (1.68)
The consequence is that there is an irreducible noise given by the fact that there is only
one realisation of the sky to observe. This is known as the cosmic variance limit. If we
observe only a fraction of the sky fsky, for example because our telescope has a limited
field of view, the variance is further enhanced by a factor 1/ fsky.
1.2.3 Linear growth of structures
The evolution of structures can be understood in terms of the dynamics of fluids under
the influence of their own gravity. We will discuss a proper relativistic treatment in
Sec. 3.3, but for now let us assume a fluid with density r and velocity v, evolving
according to the continuity equation
ṙ   r(rv) = 0 , (1.69)
the Euler equation, which expresses momentum conservation in presence of forces
from gravity and pressure gradients rp
v̇ + (vr)v =  1
r
rp   ry , (1.70)
and the Poisson equation for the Newtonian potential y.
r2y = 4pGr . (1.71)
The fluid equations are non-linear and notoriously difficult to solve in general. There-
fore we linearise the set of equations for small perturbations d, v ⌧ 1, dp and dy, and
transform to comoving coordinates x ! x/a, to find the linearised continuity equation
(Bernardeau et al., 2002)
ḋ =  1
a
rv , (1.72)
and taking into account that the velocity transforms as v ! v + Hx due to the contri-
bution from the Hubble flow, we find the linearised Euler equation
v̇ + Hv =   1
ar̄
rdp   1
a
ry . (1.73)
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FIGURE 1.3: Numerical solutions D+(z) of the growth equation for different val-
ues of the matter density parameter Wm. Universes with higher mat-
ter content experience faster structure growth.
The Poisson equation is already linear in the potential, but in comoving coordinates it
reads
r2y = 4pGa2r̄d . (1.74)
Taking the time derivative of Eq. 1.72 and plugging in the divergence of Eq. 1.73, we
arrive at the linear growth equation
d̈ + 2Hḋ   w
a2
r2d = 4pGr̄d , (1.75)
with the equation of state w = dp/dr. The solution gives the linear evolution of
density perturbations, and we note that the last term on the left hand side vanishes
for matter on cosmological scales since wm ⇡ 0. The growing solution of Eq. 1.75 is
called the growth function D+(a), and the linear density contrast evolves according to
d(a) = D+(a)d0 , (1.76)
where it is common to set D+(1) = 1. The evolution of structures given by Eq. 1.75 de-
pends on cosmology via the background evolution H and the source term r̄ = Wmrcrit,
so measuring the growth rate is an excellent method to constrain cosmological param-
eters. In Fig. 1.3 we show D+ calculated for universes with various matter density
parameters Wm and find as expected that structures grow faster in an universe with
higher matter density due to the source term µ r̄ = Wmrcrit in Eq. 1.75. By assuming a
universe dominated by a single component and an ansatz d µ ta, one can easily derive
the edge cases
d µ
8
>>><
>>>:
ln a for W
g
= 1
a for Wm = 1
const. for WL = 1
, (1.77)
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where we always chose the growing solution. Thus growth of structures proceeds
only very slowly during the early universe and stops once WL becomes dominant.
For universes with several components, we have to rely on numerical solutions.
1.3 The non-linear Universe
The density contrast of structures today ranges from d ⇡ 106 for galaxies, to d ⇡
200 for clusters, so clearly the linear approximations made in Sec. 1.2.3 break down.
The amplitude of the density fluctuations d is bounded from below d >  1 by con-
struction, but not from above. As structures form and the amplitude of overdensi-
ties grows, the field therefore becomes skewed and develops non-Gaussian features.
Then the information about the field is not contained in the variance (or equiva-
lently the power spectrum) any more, and other statistical descriptions have to be
employed, such as general N-point correlators and polyspectra (Bernardeau et al.,
2002) or Minkowski functionals (Schmalzing, Kerscher, and Buchert, 1995; Hikage,
Komatsu, and Matsubara, 2006).
The main cause for the breakdown of perturbation theory is that once overdensities
form at a position, the gravitational pull in the vicinity increases and changes the local
growth rate. Thus the growth function picks up a position dependence
d(x, a) = D+(a, x)d(x) , (1.78)
and in Fourier space the product turns into a convolution, coupling different k-modes.
Approaches that rely on a hierarchy of scales to separate them therefore fail, and the
evolution has to be solved collectively. Despite considerable efforts (Bernardeau et al.,
2002; Carrasco, Hertzberg, and Senatore, 2012), so far no analytic method to deal with
this problem in generality has been found.
The large-scale structure today is mostly formed by dark matter halos, long lived
semi-stable systems formed by gravitational collapse. Initially, they consist out of
approximately spherical high peaks in the initial density field. The Birkhoff theorem
guarantees that their evolution decouples from the background, and only depends
on the matter inside the enclosed sphere. The proto-halos then evolve approximately
as closed universes with Wm ⇡ 1. The radial extend r(t) of the system is given by
(Weinberg, 2008)
r̈ =  GM
r2
, (1.79)
where M is the total enclosed mass. The equation is solved by
r = A(1   cos q) (1.80)
t = B(q   sin q) , (1.81)
with A3 = GMB2 and a phase q to describe the state of collapse. The proto-halo ini-
tially co-expands with the background, reaches a maximum extend at the turnaround
time q = p, ttr = Bp and subsequently collapses to a point at q = 2p. In a real system,
the evolution does not go quite as far: as the gravitational binding energy released
by the collapse is converted to kinetic energy of the particles that form the halo, the
system eventually reaches virial equilibrium.
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FIGURE 1.4: Press-Schechter mass function according to Eq. 1.86 for z = 0 (blue),
z = 0.5 (purple) and z = 1 (red). The abundance of massive halos is
an extremely sensitive probe of structure growth.
A very important parameter is the extrapolated linear density contrast to the end
point of collapse, which yields the critical collapse threshold
dc ⌘ d(2ttr) = 35
✓
3p
4
◆2/3
⇡ 1.69 , (1.82)
for an Wm = 1 universe, and it mildly depends on the background cosmology. The
idea is that once linear theory predicts that the smoothed density field dR exceeds
the threshold dc, the corresponding patch has collapsed to a halo with associated mass
M = 4p/3WmrcritR3. The abundance of halos is therefore connected to the cumulative
probability distribution of d (Bardeen et al., 1986)
P
d
(R) =
Z •
dc
ddR p(dR) (1.83)
=
1
2
erfc
✓
dcp
2sR
◆
, (1.84)
and we solved the integral by using that p(dR) is given by Eq. 1.50 for a Gaussian field
p(dR) =
1q
2ps2R
exp
✓
  d
2
R
2s2R
◆
. (1.85)
The number of halos per mass interval is then calculated by taking the derivative with
respect to M
n(M) =
∂P
∂M
=
r
2
p
dc
s
dlnsR
dM
exp
✓
  d
2
c
2s2R
◆
, (1.86)
which is the mass function derived by Press and Schechter, 1974. We fixed the nor-
malisation by hand since integrating over all mass M in the density field only gives
back 1/2. We will return to the reason for this problem and more sophisticated mass
function models in the context of a general theory of random walks of Gaussian fields
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in Chapter 4.
For now, we note that while the result in Eq. 1.86 is not very accurate when com-
pared to N-body simulations, it can give valuable insights that apply in general. The
abundance of massive halos depends exponentially on d2c /s2R, and from Eq. 1.76 we
get s2R(z) µ D
2
+(z). The number of halos is therefore an extremely sensitive probe
of structure growth as shown in Fig. 1.4 and consequently of cosmological parame-
ters. Massive dark matter halos are hosts of galaxy clusters, even though matching
observed clusters and the suspected underlying dark matter halo is not easy. We will
deal with this problem and the potential of cluster abundance to yield precise con-
straints on cosmology in Chap. 2.
The collapse criterion is stated in terms of the variance s2 of the field, which has
to be calculated from the matter power spectrum for each individual cosmology. But
as soon as the condition is met, the evolution of the spherical collapsing patch pro-
ceeds independent of the background Universe. Birkhoff’s theorem therefore suggests
that the mass function should be universal, i.e. independent of cosmological parame-
ters, when written as a function of s2. Real collapse however does not quite fulfil the
necessary symmetry assumptions. The discussion about universality is still ongoing.
Simulations suggest that it does not quite hold (Tinker et al., 2008) at least for fixed
overdensity definitions to identify halos, but it appears to be possible to recover a uni-
versal behaviour independent of cosmology with the right definition of halos, and if
the mass function is expressed in terms of the relative peak height n ⌘ d2c /s2 (Sheth
and Tormen, 1999; Despali et al., 2015).
Even though we assumed linear dynamics and Gaussian statistics in the deriva-
tion of the mass function, we emphasize that the result contains the full non-linear
dynamic of the density field via the threshold dc. Linear dynamics are reversible, so
we can consider the variance s2R as an initial fixed quantity that captures the state of the
density field at early times when it is still Gaussian and calculate corrections to dc. We
will return to this point in detail when calculating the mass function for non-standard
cosmologies in Chapter 4. The halo abundance is thus a non-perturbative probe of d
and includes information beyond what is captured by other statistical quantities such
as the power spectrum P(k).
If we try to understand the non-linear evolution of the density field, in most cases
we are not lucky enough to have analytical tools available as described above. For
many applications we therefore have to rely on N-body simulations to solve the evo-
lution given by the combination of fluid equations (Eqs. 1.69 and 1.70) and grav-
ity (Eq. 1.71). Often the approaches are complementary, and precise semi-analytical
mass functions can be found by measuring the effective collapse barrier in simula-
tions (Sheth and Tormen, 1999).
1.4 Outline of this work
After this brief overview of the current state and open problems of cosmology, we will
turn towards clusters of galaxies in a more realistic setting. In Chapter 2 we discuss the
measured cluster abundance detected by the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et
al., 2015) and their implications for cosmology. The difficulty to connect the observed
cluster with the dark matter halo mentioned above, or equivalently the task to infer
the total cluster mass, is crucial in the interpretation of the results. We will therefore
spend some time to discuss the consequences of our current limited knowledge about
cluster physics. We will then extend the framework used to model the Planck cluster
abundance to CORE, a future CMB satellite mission recently proposed to ESA. Our
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cosmological forecasts (CORE Collaboration et al., 2018a) indicate that the detected
cluster sample would lead to precise constraints on LCDM parameters and yields
complementary information to the primary CMB.
In Chapter 3 we discuss approaches to detect deviations from standard cosmology
without assuming a specific model. We focus on a parametrisation to describe the
growth of structures in the late universe, and extend it to a fully relativistic frame-
work valid at all times. We implement the modified Einstein equations in CLASS
(Blas, Lesgourgues, and Tram, 2011), and numerically calculate the perturbations in
parametrised effective models. We also consider an example of modified gravity, f (R)
gravity, and show how the evolution of linear perturbations can be mapped onto the
parametrised framework. This allows us to use the modified CLASS code to evaluate
cosmological quantities in f (R) cosmologies.
Then we return to galaxy clusters in order to constrain deviations from GR in the
non-linear regime. In order to do so, in Chapter 4 we develop a halo mass function
for f (R) gravity. We work within a spherical collapse framework, and use a suite of
N-body simulations to calibrate and test our model. We find that current constraints
on modified gravity from the abundance of galaxy clusters suffer from a degeneracy
with the currently ill-constrained neutrino mass, so we include them into our spherical
collapse framework. This allows us to calculate halo number counts in f (R) cosmolo-
gies with massive neutrinos, and we discuss the resulting degeneracy in the context of
forecasts for future cluster surveys. Modified gravity can also influence the dynamics
within a cluster, and therefore changes the mapping between observables and halo
mass. We discuss a simplified model based on the change in the virial theorem to
account for this effect.
We conclude and summarise the overall results in Chapter 5 and give an overview
over several ongoing projects connected to the work presented here.
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Chapter 2
Cosmology with
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich cluster surveys
– from Planck to CORE
As we have discussed in the previous chapter, clusters of galaxies are a powerful cos-
mological probe since their abundance depends exponentially on the variance of the
density field. However, to fully utilise them, we have to find a way to connect the
observed cluster with the underlying halo. In this chapter, we present constraints ob-
tained from a sample detected by the Sunyaev Zel’dovich (SZ) effect by the Planck
satellite. We start by a brief introduction to the underlying physics in Sec. 2.1, before
we discuss the Planck cluster catalogue and the theoretical modelling of the expected
cluster number counts in Sec. 2.2 and the connection between SZ observables and the
underlying dark matter halo mass. We then turn to the likelihood function necessary
to extract information about the cosmological model parameters out of the observed
abundance. As large surveys resolve more and more clusters, we show that it becomes
necessary to include the response of the cluster abundance to the large-scale structure
in which they are embedded. This has implications for the likelihood function and for
the derived cosmological parameters.
From there, we extend the cluster abundance model to forecasts for CORE, a planned
CMB satellite successor to Planck in Sec. 2.3. The results presented there have been ob-
tained in collaboration with Jean-Baptiste Melin and Anna Bonaldi, who provided the
simulated CORE noise maps needed to calculate the expected cluster detections. Parts
of the work have been published in CORE Collaboration et al., 2018a.
2.1 The Sunyaev Zel’dovich effect
While the CMB is the source of our best knowledge about the early universe, it also
contains a wealth of information about the late-time evolution. On their way to us, the
geodesics of primordial photons are disturbed by interactions with the intermediate
large-scale structure. Since the density of the universe is very low, the major part
of this influence is only gravitational: spatially varying potentials give rise to CMB
lensing (for a review see e.g. Lewis and Challinor, 2006), while time-varying potentials
change the temperature of the radiation via the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (Sachs
and Wolfe, 1967).
If the CMB photons travel through a relatively dense environment however, such
as the hot, ionised gas of a galaxy cluster, they will also undergo Compton scattering
with the thermal electrons of the intra-cluster medium. This interaction leads to a
typical energy boost of order kBTe/mec2 from electrons of temperature Te. The cold,
thermal bath of the CMB is therefore coupled to the hot reservoir of the galaxy cluster.
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The optical depth of clusters is small, so scattering is still a rare process. Consequently
the relaxation time exceeds the Hubble time, and we can detect the deviation of the
CMB from equilibrium. The additional energy input distorts the typical blackbody
spectrum, leading to a temperature change
DT
TCMB
= f (x)
Z
ne
kBTe
mec2
sTdc ⌘ f (x)y , (2.1)
with the Thomson cross-section sT, the electron density ne and the dimensionless fre-
quency x ⌘ hn/kBTCMB integrated along the line of sight c. The amplitude is absorbed
into the Compton y-parameter, while the spectral dependence is given by
f (x) =
✓
x
ex + 1
ex   1   4
◆⇣
1 + drel(x, Te)
⌘
(2.2)
where drel ⌧ 1 is a relativistic correction factor (Carlstrom, Holder, and Reese, 2002).
The frequency signature is quite unique with a zero-crossing at x ⇡ 3.83 correspond-
ing to ⇡ 217 Ghz, as shown on the right side of Fig. 2.1. Low-energy photons below
this threshold are scattered to higher frequencies, creating a characteristic feature that
cannot easily be mimicked by other effects.
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the SZE caused by the hot thermal distribution of electrons provided by the ICM
of galaxy clusters. CMB photons passing through the center of a massive cluster
have only a⇡ 1% probability of interacting with an energetic ICM electron. The
resulting inverse Compton scattering preferentially boosts the energy of the CMB
photon by roughly kBTe/mec2, causing a small (.1 mK) distortion in the CMB
spectrum. Figure 1 shows the SZE spectral distortion for a fictional cluster that is
over 1000 times more massive than a typical cluster to illustrate the small effect.
The SZE appears as a decrease in the intensity of the CMB at frequencies below
.218 GHz and as an increase at higher frequencies.
The derivation of the SZE can be found in the original papers of Sunyaev &
Zel’dovich (Sunyaev & Zel’dovich 1970, 1972), in several reviews (Sunyaev &
Zel’dovich 1980a, Rephaeli 1995, Birkinshaw 1999), and in a number of more re-
cent contributions that include relativistic corrections (see below for references).
This review discusses the basic features of the SZE that make it a useful cosmo-
logical tool.
Figure 1 The cosmic microwave background (CMB) spectrum, undistorted (dashed
line) and distorted by the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE) (solid line). Following
Sunyaev & Zel’dovich (1980a) to illustrate the effect, the SZE distortion shown is for
a fictional cluster 1000 times more massive than a typical massive galaxy cluster. The
SZE causes a decrease in the CMB intensity at frequencies .218 GHz and an increase
at higher frequencies.
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Figure 4 The measured SZE spectrum of Abell 2163. The data point at 30 GHz is from the
Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland-Association (BIMA) array (LaRoque et al. 2002), at 140GHz it is
theweighted average ofDiabolo and SuZIEmeasurements (Desert et al. 1998, Holzapfel et al.
1997) (filled square), and at 218 GHz and 270GHz from SuZIE (Holzapfel et al. 1997) (filled
triangles). The best fit thermal and kinetic SZE spectra are shown by the dashed and dotted
lines, respectively, with the spectra of the combined effect shown by the solid line. The limits
on the Compton y-parameter and the peculiar velocity are y0 = 3.56+0.41+0.27 0.41 0.19 ⇥ 10 4 and
vp = 410+1030+460 850  440 km s 1, respectively, with statistical followed by systematic uncertainties
at 68% confidence (Holzapfel et al. 1997, LaRoque et al. 2002).
ability to perform simultaneous differential sky measurements over well-defined
spatial frequencies.
An interferometer measures the time-averaged correlation of the signals re-
ceived by a pair of telescopes; all interferometric arrays can be thought of as a
collection of n(n  1)/2 two-element interferometers. For each pair of telescopes,
the interferometer effectively multiplies the sky brightness at the observing fre-
quency by a cosine, integrates the product, and outputs the time-average amplitude
of the product (see Thompson et al. 2001). In practice the signals are split and two
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FIGURE 2.1: Left: CMB blackbody spectrum (dashed) distorted by the thermal SZ
effect (solid). The curves cross for a frequency of ⇡ 217 Ghz, photons
below this threshold are scattered to hig er nergies, leading to an in-
tensity gain for higher frequencies (and subsequent intensity decrease
below). The effect is strongly exaggerated. Right: Measured spec-
trum of Abell 2163 showing the characteristic dip below and peak
above 217 Ghz. Both plots from Carlstrom, Holder, and Reese, 2002.
Note that the signal in Eq. 2.1 itself is indepe den o r dshift. But si ce a cluster
is detected through the integrated Compton y-parameter ov r its a gular size on the
sky Z
DTdW µ
1
c
2
A(z)
, (2.3)
the detection depends on the angular diameter distance cA. However the evolution
of cA becomes quite flat for large z, so it is possible to find clusters at high redshifts
with SZ surveys. The matter density increases with (1 + z)3, thus a cluster of a given
mass will be denser and subsequently hotter at earlier times – giving rise to a higher
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signal. So in principle, SZ surveys can detect all clusters above a threshold mass al-
most independent of distance. Instrumental noise can slightly complicate this picture,
introducing an additional z-dependence for SZ selection functions as will be discussed
in Sec. 2.2.1.
For a virial system, some simple scaling relations can be very insightful. The total
potential energy of the cluster is proportional to
hEpoti µ  GM
2
R
, (2.4)
and with R µ M1/3, we get hEpoti µ M5/3. The kinetic energy scales with the temper-
ature and the number of particles hEkini µ NT µ MT, and the virial theorem requires
2hEkini =  hEpoti. Therefore
hTiM µ hEpoti µ M5/3 ) hTi µ M2/3 , (2.5)
and consequently, the Compton y-parameter scales as
y µ
Z
neTedl µ MhTei µ M5/3 µ hEpoti , (2.6)
and is hence a direct probe of the gravitational potential.
In Fig. 2.2 we show a composite image of the Shapley supercluster imaged in the
optical, X-ray or via the SZ effect. The much wider extent of the SZ emission probing
the projected electron density becomes apparent compared to the peaked X-ray signal
µ r2, which allows Planck to trace the full extend of the structure.
2.2 The Planck cluster sample
Currently, the largest SZ selected cluster sample was detected by the Planck satellite.
We will describe the theoretical modelling of the expected abundance in Sec. 2.2.1 in
detail as it will also form the foundation for the forecasts in Sec. 2.3. While the discus-
sion presented here follows the spirit of the official cluster cosmology papers (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2014a; Planck Collaboration et al., 2015) and shares notation wher-
ever possible to make a connection to their approach easier, it simplifies various ex-
pressions and corrects several numerical implementations. The resulting likelihood
code is also faster than the original implementation by a factor of ⇡ 10. Note however
that the errors in the original Planck likelihood only have minor consequences and do
not lead to any qualitative changes for the resulting cosmological parameters.
We also address the form of the cluster likelihood used to extract cosmological
results from the sample in Sec. 2.2.2 and present the consequences for the derived
cosmology in Sec. 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Modelling of number counts
The fundamental observable for Planck is the cluster redshift z and the signal-to-noise
of the detection q. The expected average number counts per bin in z and q can then be
written formally as
µij =
Z
Dzi
dz
Z
Dqj
dq
dn
dzdq
, (2.7)
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Planck Collaboration: Planck catalogue of Sunyaev–Zeldovich sources
1. Introduction
This paper, one of a set associated with the 2013 release of data
from the Planck1 mission (Planck Collaboration I 2014), de-
scribes the construction and properties of the Planck catalogue
of SZ sources (PSZ).
Clusters of galaxies play several important roles in astro-
physics and cosmology. As rare objects, their number density is
especially sensitive to properties of the cosmological model such
as the amplitude of primordial density perturbations (Peebles
1980), and their development with redshift probes the growth of
cosmic structure, hence perhaps helping to distinguish between
dark energy and modified gravity explanations for cosmic accel-
eration (e.g., see reviews by Borgani & Kravtsov 2009; Allen
et al. 2011). The galaxies, hot gas and dark matter held in their
gravitational potential wells provide a sample of the universal
abundance of these components (e.g., Voit 2005), while the ther-
mal state of the gas probes both the cluster formation mecha-
nism and physical processes within the cluster such as cooling
and energy-injection feedback (e.g., reviews by Fabian 2012;
McNamara & Nulsen 2012). The study of the constituent galax-
ies, including the brightest cluster galaxies normally found at
their centres, allows sensitive tests of galaxy formation models.
Because of these uses, there is considerable interest in devel-
oping large galaxy cluster catalogues that can be used for pop-
ulation and cosmological studies (e.g., Schuecker et al. 2003;
Böhringer et al. 2004). Clusters are genuinely multi-wavelength
objects that can be selected in several ways: optical/infrared
(IR) imaging of the galaxy populations; X-ray imaging of
bremsstrahlung radiation from the hot cluster gas; and through
the Sunyaev–Zeldovich (SZ) effect (Sunyaev& Zeldovich 1972;
Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980) whereby scattering of cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) photons from that hot gas distorts
the spectral shape of the CMB along lines of sight through clus-
ters and groups.
Construction of cluster catalogues in the optical/IR and in
the X-ray are relatively mature activities. The first large opti-
cal cluster survey is now over 50 years old (Abell 1958; Abell
et al. 1989), and current catalogues constructed from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey data contain over a hundred thousand clus-
ters (e.g., Koester et al. 2007; Wen et al. 2012). In X-rays,
large samples first became available via ROSAT satellite ob-
servations (e.g., Vikhlinin et al. 1998; Böhringer et al. 2000;
Gioia et al. 2003; Böhringer et al. 2004; Burenin et al. 2007;
Ebeling et al. 2007), but also more recently for instance from
dedicated or serendipitous survey with XMM-Newton (Pacaud
et al. 2007; Fassbender et al. 2011; Takey et al. 2011; Mehrtens
et al. 2012). Currently several thousand X-ray selected clus-
ters are known (see for instance the meta-catalogue MCXC by
Piffaretti et al. 2011). By contrast, although proposed about fif-
teen years ago (e.g., Barbosa et al. 1996; Aghanim et al. 1997),
it is only very recently that SZ-selected samples have reached
a significant size, with publication of samples containing sev-
eral hundred clusters from the Early SZ (ESZ) catalogue from
the Planck Satellite (Planck Collaboration VIII 2011), the South
Pole Telescope (SPT, Reichardt et al. 2013) and the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope (ACT, Hasselfield et al. 2013).
1 Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck) is a project of the
European Space Agency (ESA) with instruments provided by two sci-
entific consortia funded by ESA member states (in particular the lead
countries France and Italy), with contributions from NASA (USA) and
telescope reflectors provided by a collaboration between ESA and a sci-
entific consortium led and funded by Denmark.
Fig. 1: The Shapley super-cluster as seen in the Planck survey.
Upper panel: reconstructed thermal SZ map 3.2    1.8  from
MILCA (Hurier et al. 2013). The dotted circles represent aper-
tures of  500 from the MCXC meta-catalogue around the re-
solved clusters. Lower panel: composite view of the optical from
DSS images (white), X-rays from ROSAT (pink) survey and of
the thermal SZ effect as seen in Planck (blue).
The usefulness of the different selection methods, particu-
larly for cosmology, depends not just on the total number of clus-
ters identified but also on how readily the selection function of
the survey can be modelled, and on how well the observed clus-
ter properties can be related to quantities such as the total cluster
mass that are most readily predicted from theory (e.g., see Voit
2005). It has proven difficult to capitalize on the large size of
optical/IR cluster samples because the observable, the number
of galaxies in each cluster, exhibits large scatter with respect to
the total cluster mass (e.g., Johnston et al. 2007). In this regard
the X-ray selected samples are considerably more powerful, due
to the tighter correlations of X-ray properties with mass (Arnaud
et al. 2005; Vikhlinin et al. 2006; Pratt et al. 2009; Reichert
et al. 2011; Maughan et al. 2012). Simulations predict that SZ-
selected surveys may do even better, with a very tight relation
between SZ signal and mass (e.g., da Silva et al. 2004; Motl
et al. 2005; Nagai 2006; Wik et al. 2008; Aghanim et al. 2009;
Angulo et al. 2012). Moreover, this relation, except at low red-
shifts, corresponds to a nearly redshift-independent mass limit,
thus allowing such surveys to reach to high redshift and provide
a strong lever arm on growth of structure.
We report on the construction and properties of the PSZ cat-
alogue, which is to date the largest SZ-selected cluster catalogue
and has value added through compilation of ancillary informa-
tion. It contains 1227 entries including many multiple systems,
e.g., the Shapley super-cluster displayed in Fig. 1 together with
a composite image. Of these 861 are confirmed, amongst which
178 are new discoveries, whilst amongst the 366 candidate clus-
2
FIGURE 2.2: The Shapley supercluster as seen by Planck in the Compton y map
(top) and on the bottom a composite image consisting of optical DSS
data (white), X-ray emission from ROSAT (red) and Planck SZ (blue).
Plot from Planck Collaboration et al., 2014b
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FIGURE 2.3: Planck sky-averaged noise as a function of the angular beam size q500.
The line width indicates 1s variance over the unmasked sky, so the
Planck noise map is quite homogeneous.
with
dn
dzdq
=
Z
dW
Z
dM500
dn
dVdM500
dV
dzdW
P
 
q|q̄theo(M500, z, n)
 
, (2.8)
given by the mass function, the cosmological volume element and a mass-observable-
relation. Planck uses masses defined as
4
3
pR3500c ⇥ 500 ⇥ rcrit ⌘ M500 , (2.9)
and to stay consistent with the Planck publications in this chapter we will use the
mass function by Tinker (Tinker et al., 2008) calibrated to this definition with a suite of
N-body simulations.
The crucial component to connect the theoretical halo abundance given by the
mass function with observed cluster counts is the probability P
 
q|q̄theo
 
to observe
a cluster with signal-to-noise q, given a halo mass M500 and redshift z. The theoretical
signal-to-noise value q̄theo is predicted from the ratio of the expected average Comp-
ton y-parameter Ȳ500 integrated over the area covered by a cluster with mass M500 at
redshift z, and filter noise sf :
q̄theo(M500, z, n) ⌘ Ȳ500(M500, z)
sf (q500(M500, z), n)
. (2.10)
The noise itself depends on the angular size of the cluster q500(M500, z) and the posi-
tion in the sky n. We show the noise term for Planck as a function of the beam size
in Fig. 2.3, together with its variance over the sky – the Planck beam noise is fairly
uniform. For the integrated SZ flux Y500 and the corresponding angular size q500, we
follow the relations derived in Planck Collaboration et al., 2014a; Planck Collaboration
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et al., 2015 of the form
Ȳ500 = Y?
✓
h
0.7
◆ 2+a ✓ (1   bM)M500
3 ⇥ 1014M 
◆
a
Eb(z)
✓
500 Mpc
DA(z)
◆2
, (2.11)
q500 = q?
✓
h
0.7
◆ 2/3 ✓ (1   bM)M500
3 ⇥ 1014M 
◆1/3
E 2/3(z)
✓
500 Mpc
DA(z)
◆
, (2.12)
where q? = 6.997 arcmin and Y?, a and b are nuisance parameters with priors given in
Tab. 2.1. The relations are derived under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium,
but this is not always fulfilled. Mergers and accretion of material cause turbulent
flows (Shi and Komatsu, 2014), and non-thermal pressure is sourced by high-energy
cosmic rays and magnetic field inside the cluster. The consequence is an offset between
hydrostatic mass estimates and the true cluster mass expressed by the global mass
bias parameter (1   bM), which will be discussed in detail together with the main
cosmological results in Sec. 2.2.3. The noise dependence on the angular cluster size
introduces a mass- and redshift dependence of the selection function and spoils the
idealized arguments outlined above in Sec. 2.1.
The probability distribution itself has two components
P(q|q̄(M500, z, n) =
Z
dqtheoP(q|qtheo)P(qtheo|q̄theo) , (2.13)
where P(q|qtheo) is the probability to observe q given a predicted value qtheo. We as-
sume Gaussian noise
P(q|qtheo) = 1p
2p
e (q qtheo)
2/2 , (2.14)
which follows a standard distribution with width 1 because the signal-to-noise is al-
ready expressed in units of sf . The second term includes a log-normal scatter between
qtheo and the mean relation q̄theo
P(qtheo|q̄theo) = 1p
2psln Y
exp
 
(ln qtheo   ln q̄theo)2
2s2ln Y
!
, (2.15)
given by the scatter around the mean Ȳ500 relation (Eq. 2.11) characterised by sln Y. It
is convenient to split the contribution into observables (Y500, q500) and underlying in-
ferred cluster parameters (M500, z). We do this by reconsidering the expected average
number counts µ per bin
µij =
Z
Dzi
dz
dV
dz
Z
Dqj
dq
Z •
0
dM
Z
dW
Z
dq̄theo
dn
dM
(z)P(q|qtheo)P(qtheo|q̄theo) , (2.16)
and re-ordering the integrations to arrive at
µij =
Z
Dzi
dz
dV
dz
Z •
0
dM
dn
dM
(z)
Z
dq̄theoP(qtheo|q̄theo)
Z
dW
Z
Dqj
dqP(q|qtheo)
| {z }
c(Ȳ500(M,z),q̄500(M,z),qj)
, (2.17)
where we introduced the survey completeness function c that gives the detection
probability of a cluster. The integration over q can be solved analytically using Eqs. 2.10
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FIGURE 2.4: Left: Planck completeness c for three fixed angular sizes correspond-
ing to a cluster of mass 3 ⇥ 1014M h 1 observed at redshift z = 0.2,
z = 0.1 and z = 0.05 (from left to right). Right: Completeness in
terms of cluster mass using the scaling relation Eq. 2.11. The left-
most line corresponds to redshift z = 0.05 and subsequent curves are
shown for steps Dz = 0.1 assuming the fiducial cosmology.
and 2.14
Z qmaxj
qminj
dq exp
 
 
 
q   qtheo
 2
2
!
=
Z qmaxj
qminj
dq exp
0
B@ 
⇣
qsf (q500, n)   Y500(M, z)
⌘2
2s2f (q500, n)
1
CA
(2.18)
=
1
2
⇣
erfc(xminj )   erfc(xmaxj )
⌘
(2.19)
using standard Gaussian integrals, and we introduced the shorthand
xminj ⌘
qminj sf   Y500(M500, z)
2s2f
, (2.20)
xmaxj ⌘
qmaxj sf   Y500(M500, z)
2s2f
. (2.21)
The survey completeness c expressed as function of Y500 and q500 is then indepen-
dent of cosmology and can be tabulated beforehand to speed up the evaluations of the
likelihood function dramatically. c is shown in Fig. 2.4 for various angular sizes cor-
responding to a typical cluster at various redshifts (left), and converted to a function
of mass in the fiducial cosmology (right).
The model for the cosmological Planck cluster catalogue is defined as discussed in
the previous section together with a signal-to-noise cut q > 6. This can be equivalently
expressed as a limiting mass Mlim(z) for the survey by the condition
c
 
Y500(Mlim), q500(Mlim), q > 6
 
=
1
2
, (2.22)
which gives the redshift-dependent mass limit for a cluster to be detected with prob-
ability 1/2. It depends weakly on cosmology via the angular diameter distance in
Eq. 2.11, but it is mainly set by the cluster mass scale (1   bM) and the amplitude of
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FIGURE 2.5: Left: Limiting mass for the Planck SZ cluster sample assuming the
fiducial cosmology and (1   bM) = 0.8. Right: Resulting theoretical
redshift distribution of the Planck SZ cluster sample. Most clusters
are very massive and nearby, very few objects at z > 0.5 surpass the
detection threshold.
the scaling relation Y?.The redshift dependence of Mlim is shown in Fig. 2.5 (left) for
the fiducial cosmology, which demonstrates that the Planck noise properties lead to
a considerable evolution of the selection function at lower redshifts. At high redshift
the angular diameter distance flattens, so there is less evolution in the limiting mass.
The resulting cluster redshift distribution in Fig. 2.5 (right) is peaked at low redshifts
z ⇡ 0.1 and quickly drops off because at high redshifts very few objects are massive
enough to surpass the detection threshold.
2.2.2 Likelihood and correlated cluster abundance
We now have the complete theoretical model in place to predict the observed cluster
abundance. The last piece missing to connect the observed sample to the underlying
cosmology is the likelihood L(N|(Wm, s8, . . . ) to observe N clusters given an under-
lying cosmology. We note from Fig. 2.5 that the Planck clusters are extremely massive
and therefore rare objects, so we start by assuming that they follow a Poisson distri-
bution within each bin in redshift Dzi and signal-to-noise Dqj
L(Nij|µij) =
µ
Nij
ij
Nij!
e µij , (2.23)
with the observed cluster counts Nij, and the predicted mean abundances µij(Wm, s8, . . . )
calculated given the cosmological parameters. If the abundance in each bin is uncor-
related, the total probability is simply a product of the individual probabilities, and
the resulting log-likelihood takes the form
ln L(N1, N2, . . . |µ1, µ2, . . . ) = ln ’
ij
Lij(Nij|µij) = Â
ij
Nij ln µij   µij   ln
 
Nij!
 
. (2.24)
This was also assumed by the original cosmological analysis of the Planck cluster
sample. However, as surveys resolve the clusters tracing the underlying density field
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FIGURE 2.6: Halo power spectrum b2P(k) (red) and a white shot-noise spectrum
1/n̄ (dot-dashed) as expected from tracers with density n̄ correspond-
ing to the observed Planck clusters up to z = 0.1. For a sample with
very low density, the white noise dominates and the clusters are un-
correlated – they follow a Poisson distribution.
in higher and higher numbers, their abundance will start to show an imprint of the
large scale structure they are embedded in. Halos form in dense regions, so they are
biased tracers of the density field. Their power spectrum Phh is to linear order given
by
Phh = b2P(k) +
1
n̄
, (2.25)
with the linear clustering bias b and the matter power spectrum P(k). Discrete tracers
have an additional white noise contribution 1/n̄ that is proportional to the tracer den-
sity n̄ (Baldauf et al., 2013). If the correlation structure is buried under white noise, i.e.
b2P(k) ⌧ 1/n̄, individual halos are uncorrelated and follow a Poisson distribution.
We will come back to this point in more detail later.
In Fig. 2.6 we compare the halo power spectrum for a linear bias b ⇡ 4 with the
shot noise contribution from Planck SZ clusters up to z = 0.1. As we can see, no term
is clearly dominant. Physically, this means long-wavelength perturbations might in-
troduce correlations between different mass bins and lead to deviations from Eq. 2.23.
To estimate the impact of these large-scale modes of the density field, we consider
the average density fluctuation inside the survey volume Vs (Hu and Kravtsov, 2003;
Hu and Cohn, 2006; Takada and Spergel, 2014):
d̄s(Vs) ⌘
Z
dx3d(x)W(x, Vs) , (2.26)
with the window function W(x) = 1 inside the survey volume. For now we neglect
bins in redshift and assume the complete survey volume, but we will return to the
problem of different redshift bins later. Since the halo bias is the linear response of
the halo field to fluctuations in the density field, the average number of clusters in the
survey µ̃ differs from the global (universe-wide) average µ for d̄m 6= 0 by
µ̃(Vs) = µ(Vs)
 
1 + bd̄s
 
. (2.27)
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As long as the survey volume is sufficiently large, small scale fluctuations average out
and the mean deviation d̄s from the background density is only caused by coherent
long-wavelength perturbations comparable or larger than the survey volume. There-
fore these modes are not observable by the survey itself and they contribute to an
additional error budget in the same way as cosmic variance. The large scales are still
in the linear regime, and their density contrast follows a Gaussian distribution
p(d̄s) =
1p
2pss
exp
✓
  d̄
2
s
2s2s
◆
, (2.28)
with the variance of the density field inside the survey volume
s
2
s ⌘
Z dk3
(2p)3
P(k)W̃2(k, Vs) , (2.29)
calculated from the linear matter power spectrum P(k) and the Fourier-transformed
survey window function W̃(k, Vs). Using Eq. 2.27, the likelihood for a single mass bin
now reads
L̃(N|µ̃) = µ̃
N
N!
exp( µ̃) = µ
N(1 + bds)N
N!
exp
⇣
  µ(1 + bd̄s)
⌘
, (2.30)
and we expand it to second order in d̄s using
(1 + bd̄s)N ⇡ 1 + Nbd̄s + N(N   1)2 (bd̄s)
2 , (2.31)
exp( µbd̄s) ⇡ 1   µbd̄s + 12 (µbd̄s)
2 , (2.32)
to arrive at
L̃(N|µ̃) ⇡ L
✓
1 + Nbd̄s +
N(N   1)
2
(bd̄s)2
◆ ✓
1   µbd̄s + 12 (µbd̄s)
2
◆
, (2.33)
with the unperturbed Poisson-likelihood L ⌘ L(N|µ). The joint likelihood for multi-
ple mass bins with the observed abundance N1, N2, . . . is still given by the product
Ltot(N1, . . . ; d̄s) = ’
i
L̃i(Ni|µ̃i)
⇡ ’
i
Li
 
1 + Â
i
Nibi d̄s + Â
i 6=j
biNibjNjd̄2s + Â
i
Ni(Ni   1)
2
(bi d̄s)2
!
⇥
 
1   Â
i
µibi d̄s + Â
i 6=j
biµibjµjd̄2s +
1
2 Âi
(µibi d̄s)2
!
, (2.34)
where we dropped terms beyond second order in d̄s, and the total likelihood receives
additional contributions from cross-terms i 6= j. After ordering all contributions in
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powers of d̄s, we arrive at
Ltot(N1, . . . ; d̄s) ⇡ ’
i
Li
 
1 + Â
i
⇣
biNi   biµi
⌘
d̄s +

Â
i 6=j
biNibjNj + Â
i 6=j
biµibjµj
  Â
ij
biNibjµj + Â
i
Ni(Ni   1)
2
b2i +
1
2 Âi
b2i µ
2
i
 
d̄
2
s
!
= ’
i
Li
 
1 + Â
i
⇣
biNi   biµi
⌘
d̄s +
1
2
⇣
Â
i
bi(Ni   µi)
⌘2
  Â
i
b2i Ni
 
d̄
2
s
!
.
(2.35)
Since the mean density deviation inside the survey volume d̄s can not be known, we
integrate over it using the probability distribution in Eq. 2.28. All terms ⇠ d̄s vanish
as integrals over odd-parity functions, while for the contribution ⇠ d̄2s we can rewrite
the integral using
Z
x2 exp( ax2) =  
Z
∂
∂a
exp( ax2) =   ∂
∂a
r
p
a
=
p
p
2a3/2
, (2.36)
and thus the integration yields
1p
2pss
Z
d̄
2
s exp
✓
d̄
2
s
2s2s
◆
dd̄s = s2s . (2.37)
We therefore arrive at the final result, the joint likelihood to observe (N1, N2, . . . ) clus-
ters in bins (DM1, DM2, . . . ) after marginalizing over the super-survey modes (Hu and
Cohn, 2006; Takada and Spergel, 2014)
Ltot = ’
i
Li
 
1 +
1
2
⇣
Â
i
bi(Ni   µi)
⌘2
  Â
i
b2i Ni
 
s
2
s
!
. (2.38)
Note that this is still a normalized probability distribution,
•
Â
N1=0
•
Â
N2=0
. . . Ltot(N1, N2, . . . ) = 1 , (2.39)
and therefore we can derive the moments of the cluster distribution with Eq. 2.38. To
do this, we start from a single mass bin and use the moments of the unperturbed Pois-
son distribution (as a shorthand we write h. . . iP for corresponding Poisson-averages
using Eq. 2.23)
hNiP ⌘
•
Â
N=0
NL = µ (2.40)
hN2iP = µ2 + µ (2.41)
hN3iP = µ3 + 3µ2 + µ , (2.42)
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to write
hNi ⌘
•
Â
N=0
NL̃(N)
=
•
Â
N=0
N
✓
µ
N
N!
e µ
◆ ✓
1 +
1
2
⇣
b(N   µ)
⌘2
  b2N
 
s̄
2
s
◆
= hNiP + 12b
2
s
2
s
✓
hN(N   µ)2iP   hN2iP
◆
= hNiP| {z }
µ
+
1
2
b2s2s
✓
hN3iP| {z }
µ
3+3µ2+µ
 2µ hN2iP| {z }
µ
2+µ
+µ2 hNiP| {z }
µ
  hN2iP| {z }
µ
2+µ
◆
= µ , (2.43)
so as expected the mean of the distribution is not affected by the Gaussian fluctuations
in the density field. In similar fashion, we can derive
hN2i =
•
Â
N=0
N2L(N) = µ + µ2 + b2µ2s2s , (2.44)
and therefore the variance reads
hN2i   hNi2 = µ + b2µ2s2s , (2.45)
which now has a Poisson-like contribution from the limited number of objects and a
sample variance term that includes the effect of correlated large-scale structure modes
via s2s . Note that, as the volume grows large Vs ! •, the mean density in the survey
d̄s will approach the mean density of the universe, d̄ = 0 and we get s2s ! 0.
The generalization to more mass bins is lengthy but straightforward, so we just
briefly summarize the results. For the joint distribution of two bins, from Eq. 2.38 we
get
hNiNji ⌘
•
Â
Ni=0
•
Â
Nj=0
NiNjL(Ni, Nj) = µiµj + biµibjµjs2s , (2.46)
and consequently the covariance between bins is
hNiNji   hNiihNji = biµibjµjs2s , (2.47)
so mass bins inside the same volume are positively correlated due to the coherent,
large scale modes: if a survey is on average overdense d̄s > 0, number counts in all
mass bins will be shifted upwards proportional to their respective bias (and vice versa
for underdense regions).
Finally, we consider bins not only in mass, but also in redshift. The discussion
above remains unchanged, except that now we have to consider the window functions
of different redshift bins when calculating s2s . The straightforward generalization of
Eq. 2.29 is
s
2
s (zl , zm) ⌘
Z dk3
(2p)3
P(k, zmed)W̃(k, Vl)W̃(k, Vm) , (2.48)
with the window functions of the volume associated to redshift bins zl and zm. The
power spectrum is evaluated at the median redshift zmed for simplicity. The redshift
evolution of P(k) is only a minor effect: either the bins are large and s2s small due
to averaging over a large volume, or the bins are narrow Dz  0.1 and the growth
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FIGURE 2.7: Cross-correlation coefficient of neighbouring redshift bins from
Eq. 2.48 for spherical shells with width Dz. The inner shell is cen-
tred at z = 0. The transition from positive to negative correlation is
set by the wavelength of modes around the peak of the power spec-
trum corresponding to a physical size of ⇡ 150 Mpc or Dz ⇡ 0.04 for
our fiducial cosmology.
function does not change significantly over the bin. For a real survey the bin geom-
etry, observational completeness and masking affect the window function W̃(k), and
can be important sources of systematic uncertainty, but for now we consider full-sky
spherical shells around the observer with equal width Dz to demonstrate the qualita-
tive behavior.
We show s2s (zl , zm) calculated for our fiducial cosmology in Fig. 2.7. The typical
correlation length is set by the wavelength of modes around the peak of the matter
power spectrum, corresponding to a physical size ⇡ 150 Mpc (or z ⇡ 0.04). Therefore,
for Dz smaller than this scale, long wavelength modes couple the neighboring bins
leading to a positive correlation. If the width is larger, bins are anticorrelated due to
homogeneity – any departure from the mean density has to be compensated.
For a full-sky survey such as Planck and Dz = 0.1, we get s2s (Dz) ⇡ 10 4 for the
first bin. We can then use Eq. 2.45 to estimate when the sample variance contribution
to the statistical error becomes comparable to the Poisson noise
µ ⇡ b2µ2s2s . (2.49)
The massive Planck clusters have a mean bias of b ⇡ 4 and thus we get µ ⇡ 60. This
is a rough estimate, but as soon as there are more expected clusters per bin, sample
variance contributes to the statistical error budget of the survey on the same level as
Poissonian shot noise. For future surveys with very large cluster samples, this effect
dominates the statistical error budget at low redshifts.
We also want to point out that the derived covariance from the perturbed Poisson
statistics is still valid if one extends the likelihood to the Gaussian limit µ   1 (Hu
and Cohn, 2006). The cluster abundance likelihood is then given by a multivariate
Gaussian
L = 1p
2p det C 1
exp
✓
 1
2
(N   µ)TC 1(N   µ)
◆
(2.50)
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with the measured cluster abundance vector N, the prediction vector µ and the covari-
ance matrix from Eqs. 2.45 and 2.47
C 1 =
0
BB@
A1 A1⇥2 . . .
A2⇥1 A2
... . . .
1
CCA (2.51)
which has a block structure with matrices along the diagonal for each redshift bin Dzl
Alij = dijµi + biµi bjµj s2s (Dzl) (2.52)
and the off-diagonal matrices coupling different redshift bins Dzl and Dzm
Al⇥mij = bi(zl)µi(zl)bj(zm)µj(zm)s2s (zl , zm) . (2.53)
2.2.3 Planck cluster cosmology
After the discussion of the cluster abundance model in Sec. 2.2.1 and the likelihood
in Sec. 2.2.2, we now move towards cosmological results. We choose the width of the
likelihood bins as Dz = 0.1 to ensure that photometric uncertainties in determining the
cluster distance are negligible, and D log q = 0.25 (together with the signal-to-noise
cut q > 6) as in the primary Planck cluster papers. The exact binning scheme does
not change the results, apart from the fact that having a two-dimensional likelihood at
all, with bins in redshift z and signal-to-noise q, helps to break degeneracies between
cosmological- and nuisance parameters.
TABLE 2.1: Nuisance parameters for the scaling relations 2.11 and 2.12 used in the
cosmological Planck cluster analysis. During the cosmological anal-
ysis, all of them are varied with Gaussian priors. For the mass bias
(1   bM) we choose between two priors provided by the CCCP col-
laboration (Hoekstra et al., 2015) or CMB lensing (Melin and Bartlett,
2015) as explained in the main text.
Parameter Value
log Y?  0.19 ± 0.02
a 1.79 ± 0.08
b 0.66 (fixed)
sln Y 0.173 ± 0.023
(1   bM) (CCCP) 0.78 ± 0.09
1/(1   bM) (CMBlens) 0.99 ± 0.19
The nuisance parameters used for the scaling relations 2.11 and 2.12 are sum-
marised in Tab. 2.1. Note that the fiducial value for the scaling of Y500 with mass
a = 1.79 ± 0.08 is compatible with the value 5/3 in Eq. 2.6 derived from virial scal-
ing arguments. For the analysis, all nuisance parameters are varied with Gaussian
priors together with the cosmological parameters. The only exception is the redshift
evolution of the scaling relation b. It has only minor impact on the results because
the clusters are mostly at low z, so we keep it fixed. For a detailed discussion we re-
fer to Planck Collaboration et al., 2015, but we do want to point out that by far the
most important parameter is the mass bias (1   bM) which accounts for the difference
between hydrostatic masses determined by X-ray or SZ measurements and the true
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FIGURE 2.8: Binned redshift distribution of cluster number counts calculated for
the Planck CMB cosmology and a mass bias (1   bM) = 0.8 (orange),
and for the best fit cosmology for the SZ cluster catalogue combined
with BAO data and the CCCP mass bias prior (green). Data points
show the 438 observed clusters in the sample. The large discrepancy
between CMB and cluster data in terms of the amplitude can mostly
be expressed by the mass bias parameter, but the remaining mismatch
is very difficult to explain by varying the standard model parameters.
cluster mass. Hydrodynamical N-body simulations suggest a value (1   bM) ⇡ 0.8
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2014a), roughly in agreement with measurements used
here from either the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP, Hoekstra et al.,
2015) of 0.78 ± 0.09 using weak lensing follow-up observations of massive X-ray clus-
ters, or an internal Planck mass calibration through CMB lensing by stacked clusters
which yields a measurement of the inverse mass bias 1/(1   bM) = 0.99 ± 0.19 (Melin
and Bartlett, 2015).
Concerning the underlying cosmological model, the cluster abundance is mostly
sensitive to Wm and As, and it is customary to parametrize the latter in terms of s8 for
late-time probes, even though we note that for our analysis this is a purely derived
parameter. Cluster number counts have little to say about the remaining cosmological
parameters, so we combine the Planck SZ catalogue with complementary data sets.
Baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) measurements in the galaxy distribution pro-
vide a measurement of the distance scale DV(z), and we adopt a prior provided by
the latest BOSS data release (Alam et al., 2017) at z = 0.38, 0.51 and 0.61. The back-
ground geometry at low redshifts is governed by Wm and the Hubble constant, and
because clusters constrain Wm, the BAO data effectively provide a measurement of
H0. In addition, we add Big Bang nucleosynthesis constraints from Cooke et al., 2014
on the baryon density Wbh2 = (2.224 ± 0.046) ⇥ 10 2. We will refer to the full combi-
nation of the cluster abundance and these data sets as SZ + BAO.
In Fig. 2.8 we show the binned redshift distribution of the cluster sample. The
observed sample includes 438 objects centred at low redshifts z < 0.3. However,
the cluster counts implied by the primary CMB cosmology together with a mass bias
(1   bM) = 0.8 (orange) are by almost a factor of 3 higher than the measured abun-
dance. The most obvious cure is the mass bias itself: a lower value implies that the
Planck clusters are very massive, and the abundance of such halos is exponentially
suppressed in the mass function. The determination of the Planck mass scale thus is
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FIGURE 2.9: Left: Influence of the mass bias on the 68% and 95% constraints in
the Wm   s8 plane from the primary CMB (orange) and the SZ clus-
ter sample combined with BAO data using the Poisson likelihood
(Eq. 2.23). Red contours show the resulting posterior if the CCCP
mass bias prior is adopted, while the CMB lensing mass bias prior
leads to the grey contour. The degree of tension with the primary
CMB depends strongly on the prior on (1   bM). Right: Effect of the
likelihood model on the SZ + BAO constraints using the CCCP mass
bias prior. We compare results from the Poisson likelihood (Eq. 2.23,
red) and including sample variance contributions (Eq. 2.38, blue).
The modified likelihood slightly eases the tension with the primary
CMB but is a small correction compared to uncertainty in the cluster
masses.
crucial for the cosmological interpretation of the results. Note that also with a free
mass bias disagreements between model and data remain. Especially the low counts
in the second bin are very difficult to explain by varying any of the parameters. Again,
we refer to Planck Collaboration et al., 2015 for a detailed discussion, but note that no
obvious solutions exist so far.
However, if we take the expected value of (1   bM) ⇡ 0.8 at face value, we are
left with a cosmological explanation. The clusters then imply lower values of s8 and
Wm compared to the ones inferred from the CMB. To put this in more quantitative
terms, we perform a full MCMC1 analysis and present the resulting posterior in the
Wm   s8 plane in Fig. 2.9. On the left panel we demonstrate the large influence of the
mass bias: the cluster abundance does prefer lower values of Wm and s8 as expected
from Fig. 2.8, but the degree of tension is strongly dependent on the adopted value of
(1   bM). While the posterior is only in minor disagreement with the primary CMB
if the CCCP mass bias prior is adopted, the high (1   bM) from CMB lensing leads to
significant discrepancy.
We also explore the effect of the extended likelihood model derived in the previous
section and compare the resulting posterior for a Poisson likelihood Eq. 2.23 as used
for the Planck cluster papers, and our modified Eq. 2.38 (Fig. 2.9, right panel). We
find that the effect of sample variance on cluster abundance leads to slightly broader
contours as expected from the additional contribution to the error budget, but the
correlation between bins also shifts the posterior towards higher values of Wm and s8,
1The likelihood is sampled using the MontePython code (Brinckmann and Lesgourgues, 2018)
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FIGURE 2.10: Various measurements of the bias (1   bM) from comparisons of X-
ray and weak lensing mass estimates. Also shown is the value in-
ferred from a fit to SZ + CMB (orange). The reason for the conflicting
measurements is currently unclear, but it seems safe to assume that
systematic effects are not sufficiently under control.
easing the tension with the CMB. The cosmological analysis is however dominated by
systematic uncertainty in the mass bias which remains the clearly dominant effect.
Much has been written about tension between the cosmology implied by the CMB
and by low-redshift measurements (see e.g. MacCrann et al., 2015; Grandis et al., 2016;
Efstathiou and Lemos, 2017), especially because there are tentative hints that other
large-scale structure probes such as cosmic shear also prefer lower values of Wm and
s8 (Hildebrandt et al., 2017; Abbott et al., 2017), even though not at significant levels
for any single survey. Establishing a firm disagreement between cosmologies inferred
from CMB and LSS is an enticing thought, because a physical explanation for the dis-
crepancy seems hard to come by. But for the Planck cluster sample the degree of
discordance crucially depends on the determination of the cluster mass scale. A joint
fit of SZ + CMB with free mass bias leads to (1   bM) = 0.58 ± 0.04 needed to bring
the cluster abundance in agreement with the CMB results. The situation is compli-
cated by conflicting measurements reported by various collaborations, ranging from
(1   bM) = 0.688 ± 0.072 found by the Weighing the Giants project (WtG, von der Lin-
den et al., 2014) to (1   bM) = 0.95 ± 0.04 (LoCuSS, Smith et al., 2016). We summarise
these different results in Fig. 2.10. For now we conclude that the understanding of
non-thermal pressure in clusters is lacking, and this is a major factor preventing us
from fully exploiting the SZ or X-ray cluster abundance for cosmology.
2.3 From Planck to CORE
We now move towards forecasts for the Cosmic Origins Explorer2 (CORE), a satellite
mission recently proposed to ESA that would launch in the late 2020s. Its primary
science goal is the detailed mapping of the primary CMB polarisation anisotropies
(CORE Collaboration et al., 2018b) to potentially detect the imprint of primordial
gravitational waves produced by inflation (CORE Collaboration et al., 2018d) on the
B-mode power spectrum and to perform precise measurements of the gravitational
2http://www.core-mission.org/
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lensing imprint on the CMB (CORE Collaboration et al., 2018c). In addition, similar
to Planck, CORE would also be able to detect a multitude of galaxy clusters via the
SZ effect. The analysis here builds upon the improved Planck cluster framework dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.2.1, but differs in the instrumental characteristics that we will address
in Sec. 2.3.1. The cosmological forecasts are presented in Sec. 2.3.2.
The fiducial cosmology adopted in this section assumes Wm = 0.272 and s8 =
0.815, slightly different from values used before. This was done to stay consistent
with CORE sky simulations, but does not affect the results.
2.3.1 CORE cluster abundance
To predict the detected CORE clusters we apply the same underlying model as for
Planck, but the larger telescope, improved detectors and the use of 15 instead of
Planck’s nine frequency channels for better background substraction lead to substan-
tially lower effective instrumental noise, shown in Fig. 2.11. For smaller angular scales
relevant to resolve clusters at high redshift, the overall noise is lower by an order of
magnitude.
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FIGURE 2.11: Sky-averaged noise as a function of the angular beam size q500 for
CORE compared to Planck. Note the logarithmic scale: for small an-
gular sizes relevant to detect high-redshift clusters, CORE improves
upon Planck by almost an order of magnitude.
This improves the signal-to-noise of sources in Eq. 2.10 and dramatically lowers
the limiting mass of the CORE sample shown in Fig. 2.12 (left) compared to Planck.
Again, we can see a strong evolution in the selection function for low redshifts and
an almost constant Mlim for redshifts z > 0.5. The result is that CORE can detect all
clusters in the universe with M & 1014M h 1 over the unmasked fraction f = 0.81
of the sky. While this is also true for the Planck cluster sample, due to the higher
threshold Mlim(z > 0.5) ⇡ 1014.8M   h 1 at high redshifts barely any such objects
exist.
The predicted redshift distribution in Fig. 2.12 (right) consists of ca. 105 clusters in
total with a considerable amount of ca. 104 objects expected at z > 1 and still ⇡ 1000
clusters at z > 1.5. The high-redshift samples are very valuable for breaking cosmo-
logical degeneracies: at high z the universe becomes increasingly matter dominated,
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FIGURE 2.12: Left: Limiting mass of Planck (orange) compared to CORE (green)
for the fiducial cosmology and (1   bM) = 0.8. Right: Resulting ex-
pected redshift distribution of the CORE sample with ca. 105 clus-
ters. The sample peaks at z ⇡ 0.35 and is very deep, with a consid-
erable number of objects detected at z > 1.
Wm(z) ! 1, so the abundance there becomes insensitive to the exact value of Wm to-
day and is mostly set by the amplitude of initial fluctuations As. This allows us to
constrain both parameters separately.
2.3.2 Cosmological constraints from CORE
To compute the cosmological forecasts we adopt a signal-to-noise cut q > 5. CORE
would start taking data around 2030 after other large-scale structure surveys such as
Euclid3 and LSST4, so we assume that at least photometric redshift estimates for all
clusters in the sample are available. We then choose bins in redshift with conserva-
tive width Dz = 0.1 to ensure that photometric errors are negligible. This leads to
well-populated bins, each containing at least several hundred objects, so the cluster
likelihood is well approximated by the Gaussian likelihood (Eq. 2.50) including the
correlation and sample variance contribution unless stated otherwise.
For the nuisance parameters of the scaling relations we adopt a conservative de-
fault case and use the same priors as given in Tab. 2.1. Since for this deep sample the
redshift evolution b of the scaling relations becomes important, we also vary it within
a Gaussian prior b = 0.66 ± 0.5 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015). Concerning the
mass bias, we assume a fiducial value of (1   bM) = 0.8 and distinguish between a
calibration accurate to either 5% as a default case, or an optimistic determination of
the cluster mass scale to 1% if indicated.
In Fig. 2.13 we present the constraints from CORE cluster counts in the Wm   s8
plane. For the default case we vary all cosmological- and nuisance parameters suppos-
ing only current knowledge about the scaling relations. We also adopt a constrained
case where we keep everything except Wm, s8 and (1   bM) fixed, thus assuming that
the nuisance parameters are known to high precision from independent observations.
Since we can expect major improvements provided by upcoming X-ray surveys such
3http://sci.esa.int/euclid/
4https://lsst.org/
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FIGURE 2.13: Expected constraints in the Wm   s8 plane from CORE cluster num-
ber counts with different assumptions on the scaling relations. For
the constrained case, all parameters except Wm, s8 and (1   bM) are
fixed. The dot-dashed line indicates the main degeneracy direction
⇠ s8W0.4m of the unconstrained case with 5% uncertainty on the mass
bias. For comparison we also show the Planck SZ + BAO cluster
contours shifted to the fiducial CORE cosmology (solid black).
as eRosita5 and ground-based CMB observations by the Atacama Cosmology Tele-
scope6 and the South Pole Telescope7, the real case should fall somewhere in between
the two. To put the forecast into context, we also show the Planck SZ + BAO contours
from the previous section shifted to the fiducial CORE cosmology. The improvement
is quite significant, and the area covered by constraints in the Wm   s8 plane shrinks
by at least a factor of ⇡ 4. Note that the extension of the constraints perpendicular to
the main degeneracy direction ⇠ s8Wqm with q ⇡ 0.4 is mostly governed by the mass
bias as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3, while the other scaling relation parameters are more
important for the extend along the dot-dashed line in Fig. 2.13.
We also investigate the role of sample variance by comparing the marginalized
posteriors in the Wm   s8 plane obtained from the correlated Gaussian likelihood
(Eq. 2.50) with a Poisson likelihood (Eq. 2.23) in Fig. 2.14. For the default case with
all cosmological and nuisance parameters varied (left) we find only a minor broaden-
ing of the contours when sample variance effects are included in the analysis. This
has several reasons: The error budget of the CORE cluster analysis is strongly domi-
nated by systematic effects, that is to say by the uncertainty in the scaling relations as
demonstrated by the large difference between the cases shown in Fig. 2.13. In addition,
the survey covers a large fraction f = 0.81 of the sky up to large z and therefore vast
volumes, so the variance of the density field inside each bin s2s becomes small very
5http://www.mpe.mpg.de/eROSITA
6https://act.princeton.edu/
7https://pole.uchicago.edu/
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FIGURE 2.14: Left: Expected constraints from CORE cluster number counts vary-
ing all cosmological and nuisance parameters for either a Poisson
likelihood with non-correlated bins (purple) or including sample
variance and correlation in the likelihood (grey). Right: Same com-
parison within the constrained parameter space varying only Wm, s8
and (1   bM). When systematic uncertainty in the scaling relations
is smaller, the statistical contribution to the error budget becomes
more important.
quickly for higher redshifts, as we discussed in Sec. 2.2.2 – the bins are so large that
it becomes increasingly unlikely that they deviate from the mean density of the uni-
verse. But contrary to Planck, these high-z bins contain the large majority of objects,
and consequently a large part of the statistical constraining power. For the constrained
case (right) the influence of systematic uncertainties is small, and the relative impor-
tance of the statistical error is more significant, leading to a doubling of the posterior
width due to sample variance corrections.
To summarize, in the pessimistic case of only assuming current knowledge about
the scaling relation, the CORE cluster constraints are limited by these systematic un-
certainties and the modified likelihood is only a minor correction. But if the scaling
relations are better determined by external probes, the statistical contribution to the
error budget becomes subsequently more important.
The late-time evolution of the large-scale structure is sensitive to the growth func-
tion, and therefore can be used to probe the effective dark energy equation of state
parametrised as w = w0 + wa(1   a). In Fig. 2.15 we show the expected posteriors for
w0 and wa obtained from the primary CORE CMB and the SZ cluster sample. Since
the CMB and cluster degeneracy directions in this plane are almost orthogonal, the SZ
sample is an excellent complementary probe. Constraints from the cluster abundance
are mainly driven by the evolution of the sample, so knowledge of the redshift scaling
Eb(z) of the Ȳ500   M relation is crucial since it can mimic the behaviour of a time-
evolving dark energy component. The overall amplitude of cluster number counts
however is not very relevant for the dark energy constraints, therefore uncertainty in
the mass bias plays only a minor role as long as it does not evolve with redshift.
While CORE is not designed to be primarily a dark energy survey, the combi-
nation of high precision CMB measurements providing information about the early
universe and sensitivity to the large-scale structure evolution at late times through
cluster abundance and CMB lensing gives a huge lever arm in redshift and allows it to
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FIGURE 2.15: Expected constraints on the dark energy equation of state w0 and
its time evolution wa from the primary CORE CMB and the CORE
SZ cluster abundance. The main degeneracies are almost orthogo-
nal, so a joint analysis yields large improvements. The cluster con-
straints are primarily driven by the redshift evolution of the abun-
dance, therefore the slope b of the scaling relation has a large effect
on the resulting limits.
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TABLE 2.2: CORE constraints on the equation of state compared to the Stage IV
dark energy large-scale structure surveys LSST (Ivezic et al., 2008) and
Euclid (Amendola et al., 2012).
Survey s(w0) s(wa)
LSST 0.05 0.15
Euclid 0.015 0.15
CORE clusters 0.28 0.31
CORE CMB + SZ 0.05 0.1
be competitive with other experiments that try to constrain the dark energy equation
of state, such as LSST and Euclid. It is difficult to compare our forecasts exploring the
full non-Gaussian shape of the likelihood with Fisher predictions made for the other
experiments on equal footing, so we derive an effective parameter width s(w) from
our posterior p(w) by calculating
Z
µw+sw
µw sw
p(w)dw = 0.68 , (2.54)
the symmetric range around the best-fit value µw containing 68% of the posterior vol-
ume. The results are presented in Tab. 2.2 and we note that CORE is not only compet-
itive, but even gives the tightest constraints on the time evolution parameter s(wa),
despite assuming the default case with conservative priors on the cluster scaling pa-
rameters.
2.4 Conclusion
The abundance of galaxy clusters is an excellent probe of the growth of cosmological
structures. SZ selected samples provide several appealing features: a direct physical
connection of the detected Compton y-amplitude to the underlying gravitational po-
tential, a nearly flat selection function at high redshifts and the subsequent possibility
to extend cluster catalogues to large z. This allows future surveys to probe the evo-
lution of structure growth over a considerable fraction of the age of the universe as
demonstrated with the CORE forecasts in Sec. 2.3.
Clusters can also be detected in the galaxy distribution itself (e.g. Rozo et al., 2010)
using the number of member galaxies as a mass proxy, or by their X-ray emission (see
e.g. Ebeling et al., 1998; Vikhlinin et al., 2009; von der Linden et al., 2014). But no
matter how the samples are selected, the resulting constraints are dominated by the
uncertainty in relating the observable to the underlying halo mass. This makes the
different approaches complementary: both X-ray and SZ surveys require a calibration
of the mass bias usually acquired through weak lensing measurements on at least a
subset of the sample, and they require optical surveys to determine the redshift of the
clusters. Purely optical surveys on the other hand suffer from the fact that richness is
a very noisy tracer of the underlying halo mass consisting mostly of dark matter.
The cosmological constraints derived from the currently largest SZ selected sample
detected by Planck discussed in Sec. 2.2 suffer from exactly this problem. Independent
mass bias measurements from weak lensing observations exist, but they are in conflict
with each other and can either lead to a tension with the cosmology independently
derived from the CMB, or not – it entirely rests on the determination of the cluster
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mass scale. However it should be noted that the very low value of (1   bM) required
by the CMB is surprising given our current understanding of cluster astrophysics.
We also pointed out that as the density of detected clusters becomes higher and
higher, one can start to see correlations in their abundance. This has consequences for
the likelihood used to infer cosmological parameters, and we demonstrated how to
incorporate the imprint of the large-scale modes of the density field onto the structure
of the cluster distribution. This leads primarily to an increase of the statistical error
analogous to cosmic variance effects, but the covariance can also introduce shifts in
the posterior parameter distribution. The cluster density for current surveys starts to
reach a level for which the modifications are noticeable. For the future there is a trade-
off: large cosmological volumes suppress the sample variance term, but there is more
information to be gained by dividing the samples in fine redshift bins to get a detailed
view on the evolution of cosmic structures. An optimal scheme for cluster science still
has to be developed.
However, since the limiting factor is currently not statistics, future cluster surveys
will not primarily help to move cluster cosmology forward by detecting more objects,
but by providing better measurements of the mass-observable relations. Especially
the large optical surveys such as DES, LSST and Euclid allow precise weak lensing
measurements to determine the cluster mass scale. But as we demonstrated with the
CORE sample, even with only a rough estimate of the cluster mass we can get excel-
lent complementary information to the CMB, and the redshift evolution of the sample
alone can provide tight constraints on some parameters such as a time evolving dark
energy component.
The next big challenge is therefore less a mere increase in area covered and number
of objects detected, but a combination of all available information to make a statistical
connection between the set of observables and the underlying halo mass. Massive
clusters are exponentially rare objects, so we do not need to detect many of them to
get competitive constraints.
Combining all the available information can be taken a step further: the next gen-
eration of experiments such as LSST and Euclid will map a major fraction of the sky,
and provide measurements of various tracers of the density field such as the cosmic
shear power spectrum P
kk
and galaxy distribution Pgg. More can then be learned from
cross-correlations between individual probes since they each suffer from different sys-
tematic and observational errors, but all trace the same underlying density (Nicola,
Refregier, and Amara, 2016). The abundance of clusters complements these other two-
point statistics very well because they add information about the non-Gaussian high-
density tail of the matter distribution. In other words, the cluster abundance µ e d2c /2s2
is a non-perturbative probe of the density variance s2 and therefore contains informa-
tion about the full hierarchy of density N-point correlation functions not captured by
any other cosmological probe.
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Structure growth in parametrised
modified gravity
One problem cosmologists face today is that there is no real theoretical contender for
the cosmological standard model, LCDM. The framework is at the same time impres-
sively successful and disappointing: it reproduces observations throughout cosmic
history, but the components that make up ⇡ 96% of the universe’s energy budget,
dark matter and a cosmological constant L, are closer to a parametrisation of igno-
rance than to fundamental physical theory. We have neither detected particle dark
matter (even though evidence for its existence is overwhelming) nor do we under-
stand the lack of an enormous vacuum energy term.
There is for sure no shortage of other cosmological theories, but none seem to be
theoretically well motivated and able to solve the underlying problems of the standard
paradigm.
LCDM is a framework and not a specific theory, and observations have to be
checked within the (at least) six-parameter model that this framework implies. How-
ever, in many cases models can prove flexible enough to provide a good fit to the data
even though they are wrong (see Sec. 4.4.3 in the next chapter for an example).
Since the space of alternative theories is enormous, going through all of them one
by one is a tedious task. Instead, we want to be able to test (or constrain) whole classes
of models, or to check for deviations from the standard model in ways as model-
independent as possible. One example is the popular parametrisation of the dark
energy equation of state (Chevallier and Polarski, 2001; Linder, 2003)
w(a) = w0 + wa(1   a) , (3.1)
which does not correspond to a physical theory of dark energy, but serves as a way
to detect any deviation from the standard expansion history, as could for example be
caused by a slowly evolving scalar field as discussed in Sec. 1.1.2. Firmly establishing
w0 6=  1 would be a clear detection of physics beyond LCDM, even though we do
not necessarily know what the true theory looks like. We can therefore think of these
effective parametrisations as trigger signals. Note that establishing the trigger is a very
difficult task, as usually both LCDM and wCDM can fit the data to a degree, and the
question becomes which model fits better.
Since the background expansion itself is well constrained today (Planck Collab-
oration et al., 2016a), we want to go one step further and find a way to check for
deviations in the linear growth of perturbations on the background. In order to do
that, we first deal with general metric perturbations in a FLRW universe in Sec. 3.1,
before presenting a way to parametrise deviations from GR in terms of the growth
function applicable to the large-scale structure in Sec. 3.2. This simplified approach
has several shortcomings when applied to the early universe, and we solve them in
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Sec. 3.3 to derive general expressions for parametrised modifications of the Einstein
equations valid at all times. In Sec. 3.4 we discuss f (R) gravity as an example how
this parametrisation can capture a theory of modified gravity.
3.1 Relativistic perturbations
Before we can address the growth of structures, we have to set the scene. In this
section we will not assume any specific theory of gravity, but we will take for granted
that the central object is the metric tensor g
µn
and its perturbations, which also will
make it necessary to discuss the issue of gauge. Note that the Einstein equations or
any possible modifications only enter once we want to connect the metric with the
energy-momentum tensor later on. The presentation here is based on the excellent
review by Ma and Bertschinger, 1995 and notes by Daniel Baumann1.
3.1.1 Metric decomposition
We want to focus on deviations in the perturbations while assuming the standard
background, so we start from the most general perturbed FLRW metric defined by the
line element (Bardeen, 1980)
ds2 = a2(t)
⇣
 (1 + 2A)dt2 + 2Bidxidt   (dij + hij)dxidxj
⌘
, (3.2)
where we switched to conformal time defined by dt ⌘ dt a and assume all perturba-
tions to be small. This form has 10 degrees of freedom in total: one for the scalar A,
three for the vector Bi, and the tensor hij has six components because any perturbation
to the metric has to be symmetric hij = hji. Using the Helmholtz decomposition, we
can write Bi as a superposition
B = Bk|{z}
⌘rB
+B? , (3.3)
with the divergence-free field rB? = 0 and a curl-free part r ⇥ Bk = 0 generated
from a scalar potential B. In Fourier space, these correspond to the component per-
pendicular and parallel to the wave vector respectively, and consequently B? only has
two independent components. In a similar fashion, the tensor hij can be written as
hij = 2Cdij + 2
✓
∂i∂j   13dijr
2
◆
E +
⇣
∂iE?j + ∂jE
?
i
⌘
+ 2E?ij , (3.4)
where again all perpendicular quantities have vanishing divergence ∂iE?i = 0, ∂
iE?ij =
0 and the remaining tensor is trace-free. After reorganising the perturbations in this
way, we are left with:
• Four scalars: A, B, C, E
• Four components of two divergence-free vectors: B?, E?
• Two components of a trace-free, divergenceless tensor E?ij
The big advantage of this restructuring is that the perturbations decouple to linear
order in the Einstein equations so they can be solved separately. Vector perturba-
tions decay quickly on an expanding background (Ma and Bertschinger, 1995) and
1available at http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/db275/
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can therefore be neglected. The two tensor degrees of freedom correspond to the two
possible polarizations of gravitational waves and for the following discussion they
are not relevant. Thus we will focus on the remaining scalar modes only. But first,
we have to address the distinction between physical degrees of freedom and gauge
modes which only reflect a particular choice of the coordinate system.
3.1.2 Gauge freedom
Physical theories are usually defined on some coordinate system that appears natu-
ral for the theory, for example flat Minkowski space for quantum field theory. Even
though any relativistic physical theory has to be invariant under coordinate transfor-
mations, general relativity makes the issue more complicated: the metric implying a
natural coordinate system is itself a solution to the field equations – there is no prior
spacetime. This requires great care when choosing particular coordinates to formulate
the equations to distinguish mere coordinate effects from real physical quantities.
In an homogeneous and isotropic universe, there is no ambiguity and the FLRW-
form of the metric uniquely defines a coordinate system – the frame in which the
universe obeys the symmetry assumptions. This is not true any more once we allow
for perturbations on the smooth background. There is an infinite choice of valid co-
ordinate systems corresponding to different time-slicings to the perturbations. This
is what we refer to as gauge freedom in general relativity. To illustrate the effect, we
start from a general coordinate transformation
xµ ! x̃µ = xµ + xµ(t, x) , (3.5)
where we shift the original coordinate frame by a 4-vector xµ. We only require xµ ⌧ 1
for every component to ensure that the perturbations remain small compared to the
background. Even in a perfectly homogeneous universe, this then leads to
r(t) ! r(t + x0(t, x) ⇡ r̄ + ∂r̄
∂t
x
0 , (3.6)
therefore we introduced a density perturbation which is purely an artefact of our time
slicing. The reverse is also possible, we can pick a coordinate frame of equal density at
every point in time even in an universe with real perturbations. These examples em-
phasizes the need to keep gauge effects apart from physical quantities. To do this, we
make use of the invariance of the line element under the coordinate transformations
defined in Eq. 3.5 to get
ds2 = g
µn
dxµdxn = g̃
ab
dx̃adx̃b , (3.7)
which implies that the metric itself transforms as
g
µn
(x) =
∂x̃a
∂xµ
∂x̃b
∂xn
g̃
ab
(x̃) . (3.8)
We then abbreviate x0 ⌘ T and decompose the spatial part of the shift field xµ as we
did before
x = rS + S? , (3.9)
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to work out the transformation explicitly for the perturbed metric 3.2. The time-time
part reads
g00(x) =
∂x̃a
∂t
∂x̃b
∂t
g̃
ab
(x̃) (3.10)
⇡
✓
∂t̃
∂t
◆2
g̃00(x̃) , (3.11)
and we made use of the fact that both the perturbations and the components of xµ are
small, so we drop any second-order contributions. The only remaining term is then
a = b = 0. Plugging in the metric components, we get
 a2(t)(1 + 2A) =  a2(t + T)(1 + T0)2(1 + 2Ã) (3.12)
⇡    a(t) + a0T 2 (1 + 2T0)(1 + 2Ã) (3.13)
⇡  a2(t)(1 + 2HT + 2T0 + 2Ã) , (3.14)
where we denote derivatives with respect to t with primes and introduced the Hubble
function in conformal time, H ⌘ a0/a. For small shifts, the perturbation A therefore
transforms as
Ã = A   T0   HT . (3.15)
Applying the same procedure to all scalar perturbations, we find the transformation
rules
A ! A   T0   HT , (3.16)
B ! B + T   S0 , (3.17)
C ! C   HT   1
3
r2S , (3.18)
E ! E   S . (3.19)
Scalar perturbations are hence invariant under shifts caused by the divergence free
component S?. We then have two scalar gauge fields T and S remaining, which leaves
4   2 = 2 physical degrees of freedom.
The transformation rules allow us to define the two gauge-invariant perturbations
(Bardeen, 1980)
Y ⌘ A + H(B   E0) + (B   E0)0 , (3.20)
F ⌘  C   H(B   E0) + 1
3
r2E , (3.21)
which always correspond to physical degrees of freedom of the metric. The alternative
is to choose a coordinate frame and therefore fix the gauge, for example using T and S
to eliminate two of the scalar perturbations. We use this freedom to set the off-diagonal
contributions to zero
B = E = 0 (3.22)
and therefore arrive at the metric in Newtonian gauge
ds2 = a2(t)
⇣
  (1 + 2y)dt2 + (1   2f)dx2
⌘
. (3.23)
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with the two potentials A = y and C =  f which are directly connected to the
invariant Bardeen variables. We can then compare the form with the perturbed weak-
field Minkowski limit of GR and identify y with the potential of Newtonian gravity.
Unless stated otherwise, this is the gauge we will adopt from now on.
3.2 Parametrised growth equation
In the late universe after emission of the CMB, scales relevant for the large-scale struc-
ture today are well within the horizon and structure formation is governed by the
Newtonian potential y, which obeys the Poisson equation. After relativistic particles
are no longer an important contribution to the energy-momentum tensor, as we will
see in Sec. 3.3 the Einstein equations also require f = y. Both conditions are well valid
when the universe becomes matter dominated at z & 100. Between then and today,
the overwhelming part of linear structure formation takes place. To test deviations
from these predictions by standard gravity, we therefore modify the relations (Zhao
et al., 2009)
r2y = 4pGµr̄d (3.24)
f
y
= g , (3.25)
with two effective parameters µ and g. For µ = g = 1, we recover the standard
behaviour. Many (but not all) modified gravity theories can then be mapped to the
expressions above with a specific form µ(k, a) and g(k, a) which are in general time-
and scale-dependent functions. But even without assuming a specific theory, we can
test if structures grow faster (µ > 1) or slower (µ < 1) than expected in LCDM. The
modified Poisson equation together with continuity- and Euler equations translates
directly to the growth equation for density perturbations 1.75 as derived in Sec. 1.2.3
d̈ + 2Hḋ = 4pGµr̄d , (3.26)
where µ leads to a modification of the source term. The change in the other potential
can be probed by lensing, since the gravitational deflection angle a is susceptible to
the total projected metric perturbation (Bartelmann, 2010)
a =  
Z
cs
0
dc
cs   c
cs
r(y + f) , (3.27)
along the line of sight c for a source at cs. Gravitational lensing is therefore a probe of
(y + f) µ yµ(1 + g), while the growth of structures probes y µ µ. Combining both
of them can then give constraints on a difference between the two potentials (Joudaki
et al., 2017).
Note that a constant µ is clearly not a feasible physical theory, because it causes
an effective rescaling of the gravitational constant G and thus would predict gravity
to be different in the solar system as well. The modification should therefore just be
considered as an effective description on linear scales that has to be replaced at some
level. The same is true for high redshifts: the growth of anisotropies observed in the
CMB is well constrained, so only small deviations are possible. Viable modified grav-
ity theories achieve this by screening mechanisms, µ, g ! 1 in high density regions
and in the early universe, as will be discussed in Sec. 3.4.
We therefore restrict the applicability of the parametrisation to later times and nu-
merically solve the growth equation Eq. 3.26 starting at zini = 100, which is usually
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FIGURE 3.1: Left: Numerical solutions D+(z, µ) of the growth equation starting
from z = 100 for constant µ = 0.8, 0.9 (blue) and 1.1, 1.2 (red) com-
pared to the fiducial solution (black) Right: Relative change of the
growth function due the constant µ 6= 1. At z = 0 the relative
changes dµ/µ roughly correspond to the resulting changes in the lin-
ear growth function dD+/D+. For comparison, we also show the
effect of the dark energy equation of state w0 on the linear growth.
also used as a starting point for cosmological N-body simulations. We need initial
conditions to fix the time evolution, and since the universe is matter dominated at
these early times we set D+(aini) = aini, thus assuming the standard GR behaviour to
begin with. Examples for the resulting linear growth function D+(z, µ) are shown in
Fig. 3.1 (left) for µ = 0.8, 0.9 (blue) and 1.1, 1.2 (red). For comparison, we also show
the relative effect of changing the equation of state parameter w0 (right), which affects
linear growth via the background drag term µ H(w)ḋ and the changed evolution of
the mean matter density rm
 
a(w)
 
.
This approach works fine for purposes of structure formation, i.e. the modelling
of the linear matter power spectrum via
P(k, z) = D2+(z, zini, µ)P(k, zini) , (3.28)
with the initial power spectrum computed at zini ⇡ 100 which we assume to follow
a standard form. However, if we want to include information from the CMB and
understand the shape of P(k, zini), we have to go beyond this simple picture.
3.3 Parametrised Einstein equations
At early times, scales forming the large-scale structure today were comparable to the
size of the horizon, and the simplified Newtonian treatment outlined above breaks
down. We therefore have to translate the µ, g parametrisation into a fully relativistic
setting. To do this, we start from the linearly perturbed Einstein equations
dG
µn
= 8pGdT
µn
, (3.29)
before finding the proper self-consistent modifications that reduce to Eqs. 3.24 and
3.25 in the non-relativistic limit. For now however, we deal only with standard GR.
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The only energy-momentum tensor compatible with the symmetry assumptions of the
FLRW metric is that of a perfect fluid of the form
Tµ
n
= (r̄ + p̄)uµu
n
+ p̄dµ
n
, (3.30)
with the mean density r̄, the pressure p̄ and the four-velocity u
µ
= ad0
µ
of a comoving
observer. The perturbations are then to linear order
dT00 =  dr , (3.31)
dTi0 = (r̄ + p̄)v
i , (3.32)
dTij = dPd
i
j + P
i
j , (3.33)
with the velocity vi, the anisotropic stress tensor Pi j and we can absorb its trace into
redefining the pressure and always set Pii = 0. It is helpful to define the (scalar)
anisotropic stress potential s
s ⌘ (∂i∂j + 13dij)P
i
j , (3.34)
and the velocity potential v via
vi ⌘ ∂iv , (3.35)
since vorticity in the velocity field is only generated by vector perturbations at first or-
der, and therefore the curl contribution to vi vanishes. The energy-momentum tensor
is again gauge-dependant and all quantities have to be evaluated in the Newtonian
frame fixed by Eq. 3.22. It is also possible (and sometimes convenient) to use the avail-
able gauge freedom to set certain perturbations of Tµ
n
to zero, but this has to be done
at the cost of more degrees of freedom in the metric.
Now we can start to gather the available equations of motion. The Bianchi identi-
ties ensure local energy-momentum conservation
r
µ
Tµ
n
= ∂
µ
Tµ
n
+ Gµ
µa
Ta
n
  Ga
µn
Tµ
a
= 0 , (3.36)
and we insert the perturbed metric 3.2 to calculate the connection coefficients
Gµ
ab
=
gµs
2
 
∂
b
g
sa
+ ∂
a
g
sb
  ∂
s
g
ab
 
. (3.37)
We then project the relation 3.36 onto the 4-velocity, unr
µ
Tµ
n
= 0, to arrive at the
generalisation of the continuity equation
d
0 +
✓
1 +
p̄
r̄
◆  r · v   3f0 + 3H
✓
dP
dr
  p̄
r̄
◆
d = 0 , (3.38)
where we define the overdensity d ⌘ (r   r̄)/r̄. The perpendicular component (unu
a
 
gn
a
)r
µ
Tµ
n
= 0 leads to the Euler equation
v0 + Hv   3H p̄
0
r̄
0 v =  
rdP
r̄ + p̄
  ry , (3.39)
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on a perturbed FLRW background. The perturbed connection also allows us to calcu-
late the Ricci tensor R
µn
R
µn
= ∂
a
Ga
µn
  ∂
n
Ga
aµ
+ Ga
ab
Gb
µn
+ Ga
bµ
Gb
an
, (3.40)
to derive the linearised Einstein equations. A lengthy calculation then leads to the
trace-free component
r2(f   y) =  8pGa2s , (3.41)
where we have anisotropic stress s 6= 0 only if particles have different macroscopic
velocities at a single point, i.e. large velocity dispersions or crossing streams. The
only species with non-negligible velocity dispersions are neutrinos, and they cease to
contribute to the energy budget after neutrinos decouple in the early universe. Thus
the Einstein equations predict f = y except in the early universe. The remaining
independent equations are the time-time component
r2f   3H(f0 + Hy) = 4pGa2r̄d , (3.42)
the time-space part 0i
f
0 + Hy =  4pGa2(r̄ + p̄)v , (3.43)
and the trace
f
00 + H(y0 + 2f0) + (2H0   H2)y = 4pGa2dP . (3.44)
Inserting the 0i equation 3.43 into the 00 component 3.42, we get the general relativistic
form of the Poisson equation
r2f = 4pGa2
⇣
r̄d   3H(r̄ + p̄)v
⌘
(3.45)
= 4pGa2r̄D , (3.46)
where we defined the gauge-invariant density perturbation D as a source (Bardeen,
1980)
r̄D ⌘ dr + r̄0v . (3.47)
For any component in thermal equilibrium, we also have the equations of state
dP = wdr , s = 0 , (3.48)
given by the sound speed w = c2s with w = 1/3 for relativistic particles (photons
and neutrinos) and w ⇡ 0 for dark matter and baryons. If the different species are
interacting or out of equilibrium, we have to replace the equations of state with the
generalised phase-space conservation expressed by the Boltzmann equation (Ma and
Bertschinger, 1995), which couples the pressure perturbation and the anisotropic stress
to the density and velocity potential.
Counting the degrees of freedom, we have the two metric perturbations (y, f) and
four perturbations to the energy-momentum tensor (d, dP, v, s). The Bianchi identities
give us two constraints, continuity- and Euler equation, and we have two equations
of state for fluids (or equivalently the Boltzmann hierarchy to establish two relations
among the perturbation variables), and a total of four independent Einstein equations
at linear order, resulting in eight constraints overall. This forms a redundant, but
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consistent system of equations.
Before we modify the equations of motions in any way, it is worth to pause and
think about what to preserve:
• The local conservation of Tµ
n
is not only ensured by the Bianchi identities, but
also by Noether’s theorem. As long as we assume that the modification of grav-
ity is caused by any Lagrangian L(z, ∂µz∂
µ
z) that only depends on any field z
and its derivatives and not explicitly on the coordinate xµ, the tensor Tµ
n
is the
corresponding conserved Noether current and Eqs. 3.38 and 3.39 will still hold.
• The relations between the energy-momentum perturbations either expressed via
equations of state or the Boltzmann hierarchy follow from kinetic theory on a
given background defined by the metric. While new physics can certainly lead
to new scattering terms in the Boltzmann equation (for example decaying dark
matter), these modifications are quite far from the parametrisation we started
with in Eqs. 3.24 and 3.25. The Boltzmann equation itself is a consequence of
phase space conservation expressed by Liouville’s theorem and holds for any
system obeying Hamiltonian dynamics.
Consequently, we have to keep the four resulting equations, which leaves us free
to choose two among the Einstein equations. In our effective parametrisation, they
should be generalisations of the non-relativistic parametrisation 3.24 and 3.25.
First we note that the relativistic Poisson equation 3.45 contains the spatial metric
perturbation f, but the dynamics of non-relativistic matter is only governed by the
temporal perturbation y. Therefore we use Eq. 3.41 to find
r2y = 4pGa2(r̄D   2s) , (3.49)
which captures the modification of the Poisson equation we started with, after we
modify it as
r2y = 4pGa2µ(k, a)(r̄D   2s) , (3.50)
so we see that both the density perturbation and the anisotropic stress have to be
scaled by µ. Thus, the relativistic version of Eq. 3.25 follows from the trace-free part of
the Einstein equation 3.41 as (Hojjati, Pogosian, and Zhao, 2011)
r2(f   g(k, a)y) =  8pGa2µ(k, a)s , (3.51)
which reduces to the desired non-relativistic limit. These two equations close the sys-
tem and allow us to evolve the density perturbations in a self-consistent way if the
functions µ(k, a) and g(k, a) are specified. This can either happen in a full theory of
modified gravity that allows to derive a specific form (as we will see in Sec. 3.4) or in
a parametric way.
We then implement the modified Equations 3.50 and 3.51 into the public Einstein-
Boltzmann code CLASS2 (Blas, Lesgourgues, and Tram, 2011) to solve the coupled
system of equations. We do explicitly have to assume µ, g ⇡ 1 at times before the CMB
decouples, because significant deviations of order 1 from standard gravity break vari-
ous numerical schemes to solve the Boltzmann hierarchy for the interacting species in
the early universe. In application to data this is not a serious limitation, because the
physics of the CMB is tightly constrained today (e.g. by Planck Collaboration et al.,
2016a).
2http://class-code.net/
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3.4 f (R) gravity
To apply the parametrisation to an example, we take a specific f (R) modified gravity
theory. It is generated by adding a function of the Ricci scalar R to the gravitational
Lagrangian (hence the name). As we will see, the theory can support an expansion
history matching observations, but makes additional predictions deviating from GR
for the growth of perturbations. We start from the modified Einstein-Hilbert action
S =
Z
dx4
p g
✓
R + f (R)
16pG
+ Lm
◆
, (3.52)
with the Lagrangian of the matter fields Lm. We adopt the functional form proposed
by Hu and Sawicki, 2007
f (R) =  2L R
R + m2
, (3.53)
with a constant L and the curvature scale m2. Note that f (R) ! 0 for R ! 0, so in that
sense the model does not contain a cosmological constant. For m2 ⌧ R, the function
can be expanded to get
f (R) ⇡  2L   fR0 R̄
2
0
R
, (3.54)
where R̄0 is the Ricci scalar today, overbars denote background quantities and we
introduced the dimensionless parameter fR0 ⌘  2Lm2/R̄20. To recover the well-
measured LCDM expansion history, we fix the first term to the cosmological constant
in GR L = LGR and fR0 ⌧ 1 is the only remaining free parameter of the model.
This implies that the theory can support an accelerated expansion, and background
quantities are indistinguishable from LCDM.
This is reminiscent of the discussion about scalar fields in Sec. 1.1.2, where we
had to tune the potential of the field to recover the current H0. Something very sim-
ilar is happening here, and apart from the measured effective value of L, there is
no fundamental reason to assume the form Eq. 3.54. However, adding new terms to
the Einstein-Hilbert action has also other phenomenological consequences beyond the
background dynamics.
To see this, we obtain the modified Einstein equations by variation of Eq. 3.52 with
respect to the metric g
µn
G
µn
  fRRµn  
✓
f
2
  ⇤ fR
◆
g
µn
  r
µ
r
n
fR = 8pGTµn , (3.55)
with the new scalar degree of freedom fR ⌘ d f /dR. This equation contains higher
than second derivatives of the metric in the fR terms, and therefore breaks the as-
sumptions leading to Lovelock’s theorem discussed in Sec. 1.1.1. However, f (R) the-
ories with algebraic functions f are the only way prevent the dynamical instability
from higher derivative terms as long as the gravitational action is constructed from
the metric alone (Woodard, 2007).
The trace of Eq. 3.55 leads to an equation of motion for the scalar field fR
r2d fR = a
2
3
 
dR( fR)   8pGdrm
 
, (3.56)
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FIGURE 3.2: Linear matter power spectrum at z = 0 calculated using the modified
Einstein equations for fR0 = 10 4. Large scales exceeding the Comp-
ton wavelength of the fR field k < al evolve as in LCDM. On smaller
scales, the additional gravitational force boosts the power spectrum.
where we adopted the quasi-static approximation and again consider small perturba-
tions on a smooth background, i.e. the quantities dx ⌘ x   x̄. The time-time com-
ponent of the modified Einstein equations gives a Poisson-like equation for the scalar
metric perturbation 2y = dg00/g00
r2y = 16pG
3
a2rm   a
2
6
dR( fR) , (3.57)
which can still be identified with the Newtonian potential but has contributions from
both the matter density rm and the scalar field via dR( fR). Eqs. 3.56 and 3.57 are non-
linear and thus we will later resort to N-body simulations to solve them in general,
but two limiting cases are insightful:
For large field values | fR0|   |y|, we can linearise
dR ' dR
d fR
    
R=R̄
d fR , (3.58)
and the Fourier-space solution of Eqs. 3.56 and 3.57 becomes
k2y(k) =  4pG
✓
4
3
  1
3
l
2a2
k2 + l2a2
◆
a2drm(k) , (3.59)
with the Compton wavelength of the scalar field l 1 = (3d fR/dR)1/2, which corre-
sponds to the range of the additional force. On small scales k > al, we arrive at a
Poisson equation with an extra factor 4/3. For scales larger than the Compton wave-
length, the additional contribution vanishes, and we recover the same behaviour as in
general relativity. Translated to the parametrisation discussed in Sec. 3.3, the function
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µ(k, a) thus becomes
µ(k, a) ⌘ 4
3
  1
3
l
2a2
k2 + l2a2
, (3.60)
and from the trace-free part of Eq. 3.55 we can derive in similar fashion (Hojjati et al.,
2016)
g(k, a) =
1   µ(k, a)
1 + µ(k, a)
, (3.61)
which allows this particular f (R) theory to be mapped onto the parametrised Einstein
equations 3.50 and 3.51 in the large field limit. We show an example for the linear
matter power spectrum for fR0 = 10 4 calculated by our modified CLASS code in
Fig. 3.2. The additional gravitational force leads to faster growth on scales within the
interaction range set by l 1.
In the opposite limit of small field values | fR0| ⌧ |y|, the two contributions in
Eq. 3.56 approximately cancel, therefore
dR ⇡ 8pGdrm , (3.62)
and Eq. 3.57 turns into the usual Poisson equation. This is the screened regime.
To estimate where the transition occurs, we can formally solve Eq. 3.56 using the
Greens’s function of the Laplacian
d fR(r) =
1
4pr
1
3
Z r
0
d3r08pG
✓
drm   dR8pG
◆
(3.63)
=
2
3
GMeff(r)
r
, (3.64)
with an effective mass Meff as the source for field fluctuations d fR (Schmidt, 2010).
Note that Meff(r)  M(r) and equality holds in the unscreened regime where we get
d fR = 23 yN with the Newtonian potential of a spherical overdensity yN = GM/r.
Because the fluctuation in fR is by definition smaller than its background value d fR 
f̄R, this translates to
| fR|  23yN(r) , (3.65)
thus the additional force is only sourced by mass outside of the radius where this
condition is met.
In Fig. 3.3 we show an example of the CMB temperature anisotropy spectrum CTT`
calculated for fR0 = 10 4. In this case any change in the primary CMB is negligible
and so deviations are only introduced via secondary effects that perturb the radiation
on the way to the observer. Photons follow geodesics ds2 = 0, which is equivalently
expressed by the geodesic equation
d2xn
ds2
=  Gn
ab
dxa
ds
dxb
ds
, (3.66)
where s is an affine parameter increasing along the path. The spatial component n = i
gives rise to gravitational lensing 3.27, which we neglected for this comparison since
we already know that the late-time lensing potential µ r(y + y) differs. The remain-
ing secondary contribution shown in Fig. 3.3 (bottom) is caused by the time compo-
nent n = 0 that gives rise to the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (Sachs and Wolfe, 1967)
DT
TCMB
=  
Z
dc(y0 + f0) , (3.67)
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FIGURE 3.3: Angular temperature power spectrum CTT` of the CMB calculated us-
ing the modified Einstein equations for fR0 = 10 4. At times relevant
for the primary CMB, the theory behaves like LCDM. The only dif-
ference is caused by the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect at late times,
leading to a small boost of anisotropies on large scales. Lensing is not
included, but would lead to a damping of the peaks due to the higher
amplitude of matter fluctuations in the late universe.
and leads to a small boost in the temperature anisotropy as soon as f (R) effects start to
become noticeable and change the time evolution of the potentials. This also occurs in
LCDM when the cosmological constant dominates the energy budget and potentials
start to decay. As we can see from Fig. 3.3
DT
TCMB
    
f (R)
>
DT
TCMB
    
LCDM
, (3.68)
so contrary to naive expectations, large-scale potentials decay faster at late times in
f (R) than in LCDM, even though the growth of density perturbations is boosted due
to the fifth force.
To summarise, the theory is identical to LCDM on the background level, but per-
turbatively yields a maximum enhancement of gravity by 1/3 on scales smaller than
the Compton wavelength l 1. It also includes a screening mechanism that restores GR
in regions of high density and its onset is given by the typical depth of cosmological
potential wells y ⇠ 10 5 . . . 10 6, so that | fR0| ⇠ 10 5 . . . 10 6 is the relevant parame-
ter space where this mechanism can function. Values of fR0 below this threshold are
always screened, and therefore phenomenologically uninteresting.
3.5 Conclusion
A lot of effort has been made to map the expansion history of the universe in terms of
the Hubble function H(z) and check for consistency with the expected evolution of a
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FIGURE 3.4: Constraints on the constant µ, g parameters in the growth function
Eq. 3.26 from the KiDS survey. The analysis is based on the angu-
lar lensing shear power spectrum and uses either all fiducial scales
(FS) used in the main analysis or only large scales (LS) roughly corre-
sponding to k > 0.05 Mpc 1h. Lensing only probes the combination
µ(1 + g) and is not sensitive to potentials individually. Plot from
Joudaki et al., 2017
LCDM universe. By now, the background is tightly constrained by various measure-
ments (Astier et al., 2006; Alam et al., 2017; Planck Collaboration et al., 2016a) even
though tensions between different measurements of the normalisation H0 currently
remain (Riess et al., 2016).
The next logical step is to move to linear perturbations and check for consistency
in the growth of structures. In the same way as deviations from the Hubble function
are parametrised by the effective equation of state formalism w0, wa in lack of an ap-
pealing theory of dark energy, we can probe the evolution of density perturbations
characterised by a set of simple parameters µ, g. Hopefully the parametrisation can
then capture any deviation we might expect in a real theory. The approach using the
late-time growth function presented in Sec. 3.2 can be used to calculate linear large-
scale structure observables rather easily.
However, the most powerful data set available to cosmology today comes from the
CMB. Combining it with late time data with the simplified growth function approach
however leads to inconsistency: even if the parametrisation is assumed to revert to
GR at high redshifts, secondary effects such as lensing and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe
effect on the temperature anisotropy have to be taken into account.
For modelling the CMB itself, dynamics on scales comparable to the horizon be-
come important and the Newtonian theory breaks down. We derived a fully relativis-
tic framework in Sec. 3.3 that extends the late-time µ, g parametrisation to all redshifts
and makes it possible to calculate CMB observables once the functional form µ(k, a)
and g(k, a) is specified.
The limitation to strictly linear theory however limits the approach considerably.
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While it is appealing to be free of a specific model, most of the information in the large-
scale structure actually is contained in mildly non-linear scales. This is demonstrated
by results from the lensing shear power spectrum measured by the Kilo Degree Sur-
vey (KiDS) in Fig. 3.4 (Joudaki et al., 2017). Lensing alone can only constrain µ(1 + g)
via Eq. 3.27, but restricting the analysis to linear scales gives very weak limits on the
parameter. The situation is slightly improved when Planck CMB information is added
to constrain the remaining cosmological parameters, but the analysis is based on the
growth function approach in Eq. 3.26 and does not consistently model the CMB ac-
cording to a relativistic generalisation of the parametrisation. As a practical matter,
it is very difficult to keep a measurement of structure growth limited to purely lin-
ear scales. Lensing observables are angular shear correlation functions x(q) on the
sky, and they receive contributions from a wide range of k-modes in the density field.
Other measurements trace luminous matter such as galaxies instead of the (mostly
dark) matter fluctuations, and need assumptions for the biasing to extract cosmologi-
cal information.
In the non-linear regime, any viable modified gravity theory requires a screen-
ing mechanism to restore GR in the solar system. Therefore continuing the functions
µ(k, a) and g(k, a) to smaller scales requires assuming a specific theory in order to
model screening effects. The screening phenomenology differs between theories, so
we are again faced with the task of testing models indivudally. However, as long as
we assume that a modified gravity theory reproduces the well-measured LCDM back-
ground, we can make some generic predictions: Any physically distinct modification
to the Einstein-Hilbert action in Eq. 3.52 adds additional degrees of freedom. Because
gravity couples universally to the energy-momentum tensor T
µn
, these new degrees
of freedom generically lead to attractive fifth forces as in the case of f (R) that we dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.4. Consequently, modifications of gravity generically predict µ & 1,
even though there is no inherent scale to the enhancement. It has to be evaluated from
case to case.
If we want to test a specific modified gravity theory, the large-scale structure is the
most promising place to look for deviations from GR. Any viable theory of modified
gravity have to be screened in the solar system, where gravity is well measured. Mod-
els that achieve this by suppressing the additional degree of freedom in high-density
regions such as f (R) also automatically also revert to the GR limit at high redshifts
when the mean density was high. So while the physics of the early universe leading
to BBN and CMB is tightly constrained by highly accurate measurements, this does
not necessarily translate into tight bounds on various modifications of GR such as
f (R) or other models that introduce additional scalar fields like Galileon, Symmetron
or Dilaton gravity (Hojjati et al., 2016).
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Chapter 4
Halo Mass Function for f (R)
Gravity and Massive Neutrinos
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the possibility to constrain modified gravity
purely in the linear regime is quite limited with current data. Due to the practical
problems associated with an analysis that is constrained to large scales only, it is not
clear if the situation will improve drastically. Most cosmological measurements of
structure growth are somewhat contaminated by non-linearities.
Instead of shying away from the non-linear regime, we therefore embrace it and
develop a model for the halo mass function in f (R) cosmologies. We work in a gener-
alised spherical collapse framework, and the crucial parameter of interest turns out to
be the critical collapse threshold dc( fR0) in modified gravity. Following the discussion
in Sec. 3.4, we expect that the force enhancement will cause a boost in the cluster abun-
dance that can be used to constrain deviations from GR. Then it becomes important
to account for known unknowns: all constraints on f (R) from the mass function so far
have been obtained within a one-parameter extension of LCDM.
However, we know that neutrinos in our universe behave like a hot dark matter
component and dampen the growth of structures. This counteracts the signature en-
hancement we are looking for in a modified gravity theory. Since the neutrino mass
scale is still unknown, we have to take the resulting uncertainty associated with the
damping effect into account when we constrain deviations from GR. The interplay
and degeneracy between these two effects is the main motivation for the work pre-
sented here. We restrict ourselves to simulations and survey forecasts for now, but an
application of the resulting joint mass function to data is currently ongoing.
This chapter is based on work in collaboration with Matteo Costanzi, Jochen Weller
and Marco Baldi, who was responsible for running various N-body simulations we
used to calibrate our model. It has been published in Hagstotz et al., 2018.
4.1 Introduction
One of the goals in modern cosmology is to understand the underlying dynamics
and statistics of the cosmic density field. Clusters of galaxies trace the highest of its
peaks, and theory predicts their abundance to depend exponentially on the amplitude
of the matter power spectrum (Press and Schechter, 1974; Bond et al., 1991; Sheth and
Tormen, 2002) which turns them into a formidable probe of cosmological parameters
(Allen, Evrard, and Mantz, 2011; Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012).
Studying the cosmic density field is especially of interest because it might reveal
the mechanism for the observed accelerated expansion of the Universe. It can either be
explained by introducing a smooth dark energy component to the universe’s energy
budget, or by modifying gravity itself. Both scenarios can potentially be tested via
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their imprint on the abundance of clusters (Battye and Weller, 2003; Mohr et al., 2003),
but in this paper we will focus on the latter.
Because general relativity (GR) is the unique theory of gravity in 1 + 3 dimensions
under very general assumptions (Lovelock, 1972), any modifications introduce new
physical degrees of freedom. While these can give rise to accelerated expansion, they
also tend to enhance gravity at the perturbative level. One example discussed in this
paper are the f (R) scalar-tensor theories, which generalise the Einstein-Hilbert action
by adding a non-linear function of the Ricci scalar R.
The enhancement of gravity tends to result in an increased abundance of clusters,
and several approaches to model the halo mass function in modified gravity exist
(Kopp et al., 2013; Cataneo et al., 2016; von Braun-Bates et al., 2017). But all of these
studies were performed within a one-parameter extension of the minimal LCDM stan-
dard model, and a natural extension is the inclusion of massive neutrinos which form a
small, but unknown fraction of cosmological dark matter. The detection of a non-zero
neutrino mass is firmly established by particle physics as a consequence of neutrino
flavour oscillations (Araki et al., 2005) and in cosmology the neutrino background can
be measured in both the cosmic microwave background (Sellentin and Durrer, 2015)
and the large scale structure (Baumann et al., 2018). Even though the mass scale is
still uncertain, neutrinos lead to a suppression of structure growth below their free-
streaming scale (Lesgourgues and Pastor, 2006). This then leads to the question: Can
neutrinos mask modified gravity effects in the large scale structure? Are constraints
obtained on f (R) theories from cluster number counts (Schmidt, Vikhlinin, and Hu,
2009; Lombriser et al., 2012; Cataneo et al., 2015) then still valid when including mas-
sive neutrinos into the analysis? And on a more fundamental level, how can the joint
effects of neutrinos and modified gravity be included in the theoretical prediction of
cluster abundance?
Early investigations of these issues have been presented by Baldi et al. (2014),
who performed the first N-body simulations of f (R) gravity in the presence of mas-
sive neutrinos, clearly demonstrating a strong degeneracy between their effects on
the abundance of gravitationally bound systems. More recently, Giocoli, Baldi, and
Moscardini (2018) and Peel et al. (2018) explored the same degeneracies based on a
combination of cluster counts and weak lensing statistics along the past light cone. In
this work, we continue investigating the combined effects of f (R) and massive neu-
trinos by developing a theoretical model of the joint halo mass function, calibrated to
a suite of specifically designed N-body simulations.
We start with a brief summary of f (R) gravity in Sec. 3.4 and present the simula-
tion suite used to explore joint effects of modified gravity and neutrinos in Sec. 4.2.
In Sec. 4.3 we introduce the joint mass function and apply our framework to forecast
the ability of current and future surveys to constrain f (R) theories in Sec. 4.4. We
summarise our results in Sec. 4.6.
4.2 The DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulations
For our analysis we make use of the halo catalogues extracted from the DUSTGRAIN-
pathfinder simulations (see Giocoli, Baldi, and Moscardini, 2018, for a detailed descrip-
tion), a suite of cosmological N-body simulations designed to investigate the possible
observational degeneracies between f (R) gravity and massive neutrinos by sampling
their joint parameter space. The simulations have a periodic box size of 750 Mpc/h
per side filled with 7683 dark matter particles of mass mpcdm = 8.1 ⇥ 1010 M /h (for
the case of m
n
= 0) and with as many neutrino particles (for the case of m
n
> 0). The
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Name Gravity | fR0| Â mn [eV] Wcdm mpcdm [M /h] mpn [M /h]
LCDM GR – – 0.31345 8.1 ⇥ 1010 –
fR4 f (R) 10 4 – 0.31345 8.1 ⇥ 1010 –
fR5 f (R) 10 5 – 0.31345 8.1 ⇥ 1010 –
fR6 f (R) 10 6 – 0.31345 8.1 ⇥ 1010 –
fR4-0.3eV f (R) 10 4 0.3 0.30630 7.92 ⇥ 1010 1.85 ⇥ 109
fR5-0.15eV f (R) 10 5 0.15 0.30987 8.01 ⇥ 1010 9.25 ⇥ 108
fR5-0.1eV f (R) 10 5 0.1 0.31107 8.04 ⇥ 1010 6.16 ⇥ 108
fR6-0.1eV f (R) 10 6 0.1 0.31107 8.04 ⇥ 1010 6.16 ⇥ 108
fR6-0.06eV f (R) 10 6 0.06 0.31202 8.07 ⇥ 1010 3.7 ⇥ 108
TABLE 4.1: The subset of the DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulations considered in
this work with their specific parameters.
particles are moving under the effect of an f (R) gravitational interaction mediated by
the scalar potential y satisfying Eq. 3.57.
The DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder runs have been performed with the MG-Gadget code
(Puchwein, Baldi, and Springel, 2013) – a modified version of the GADGET code (Springel,
2005) for f (R) gravity theories – combined with the particle-based implementation of
massive neutrinos developed by Viel, Haehnelt, and Springel (2010), and already em-
ployed in Baldi et al. (2014). The MG-Gadget f (R) solver has been thoroughly tested
(see e.g. Winther et al., 2015) and already used for several applications in cosmol-
ogy ranging from pure collisionless simulations (Baldi and Villaescusa-Navarro, 2018;
Arnold et al., 2018) to hydrodynamical simulations (Arnold, Puchwein, and Springel,
2015; Roncarelli, Baldi, and Villaescusa-Navarro, 2018), to zoomed simulations of
Milky Way-sized objects (Arnold, Springel, and Puchwein, 2016; Naik et al., 2018).
Initial conditions have been produced by generating two separate but fully corre-
lated random realisations of the linear density power spectrum for CDM and massive
neutrino particles as computed by the Einstein-Boltzmann code CAMB (Lewis, Challi-
nor, and Lasenby, 2000) at the starting redshift of the simulation zi = 99. Following
the approach of e.g. Zennaro et al. (2017) and Villaescusa-Navarro et al. (2017), neu-
trino gravitational velocities are calculated based on the scale-dependent growth rate
D(zi, k) for the neutrino component. On top of these, neutrino particles also receive
an additional thermal velocity extracted from the neutrino momentum distribution
for each value of neutrino mass under consideration.
In the present work – which is the third in a series of papers making use of the
DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulations after Giocoli, Baldi, and Moscardini (2018) and
Peel et al. (2018) – we restrict our focus on a subset of the full simulations suite con-
sisting of nine runs whose parameters are summarised in Table 4.1. All simulations
share the same standard cosmological parameters which are set in accordance with
the Planck 2015 constraints (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016a), namely Wm = Wcdm +
Wb + Wn = 0.31345, Wb = 0.0481, WL = 0.68655, H0 = 67.31 km s 1 Mpc 1, As =
2.199 ⇥ 10 9, ns = 0.9658.
For all simulations we have identified collapsed CDM structures in each comoving
snapshot by means of a Friends-of-Friends algorithm (FoF hereafter, see Davis et al.,
1985) on the CDM particles with linking length l = 0.16 ⇥ d where d is the mean
inter-particle separation, retaining only structures with more than 32 particles. On
top of such FoF catalogue we have run the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al., 2001)
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to identify gravitationally bound structures and to associate standard quantities such
as the mass and the radius to the main substructure of each FoF group. The latter
quantities are computed in the usual way by growing spheres of radius R around
the most-bound particle of each main substructure enclosing a total mass M until the
condition
4
3
pR3200m ⇥ 200 ⇥ Wmrcrit = M200m (4.1)
is fulfilled for R = R200m and M = M200m, where rcrit ⌘ 3H2/8pG is the critical
density of the universe.
4.3 Joint mass function
Dark matter halos form from collapsing regions that decouple from the background
expansion. Their abundance can be related to the volume fraction of the Gaussian
density field dR smoothed on a radius R above a critical collapse threshold dc (Press
and Schechter, 1974). This yields the number density of halos within a mass interval
[M, M + dM], the halo mass function:
dn
dM
= f (s)
rm
M2
d ln s 1
d ln M
(4.2)
where rm = Wmrcrit is the mean density of the Universe and f (s) is the multiplicity
function related to the collapsed volume fraction F(M) occupied by halos over mass
M by
f (s) = 2s2∂F/∂s2 . (4.3)
It depends on the variance of the linear density field
S ⌘ s2 R(M), z  =
Z dk
k
k3P(k, z)
2p2
W2
 
kR(M)
 
(4.4)
within a filter containing the mass M = 4/3pR3rm. The variables M, R and s2 are
monotonous functions of each other and can therefore be used interchangeably.
Note that even though s is often thought of as growing with cosmic time s(z) =
D(z)s0, in the framework of spherical collapse it is instructive to consider the thresh-
old dc(z) = dc/D(z) as the dynamical quantity. At early times, the density field is
Gaussian and completely characterised by its variance alone. The collapse criterion is
then really a criterion imposed on the initial conditions.
If we assume a top-hat filter in Fourier space W = q(k   1/R), each new mode of
the density field entering the filter is independent and the smoothed field performs a
random walk with R (or equivalently S) as a time variable. The problem can then be
rephrased: when does a trajectory d(S) first cross the threshold dc (Bardeen et al., 1986;
Bond et al., 1991)?
Under these assumptions individual trajectories follow a Langevin equation
∂d
∂S
= h(S) , (4.5)
with a stochastic driving term h defined by its mean hhi = 0 and variance hh(S)h(S0)i =
dD(S   S0). The probability distribution P of trajectories then evolves according to the
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corresponding Fokker-Planck equation
∂P
∂S
=
1
2
∂
2P
∂d
2 , (4.6)
with the boundary condition P(d, S = 0) = dD(d) because the Universe is homoge-
neous on large scales. However, trajectories can cross the barrier more than once lead-
ing to double-counting of halos. To solve this, one demands the additional boundary
condition (an absorbing barrier) P(d = dc, S) = 0.
The solution to Eq. 4.6 is then given by (Bond et al., 1991)
P(d, s2) =
1
2ps2
⇣
e d
2/2s2   e (2dc d)2/2s2
⌘
, (4.7)
where the second Gaussian term reflects the fact that trajectories end at the barrier.
Omitting it lead to the missing normalisation factor 2 of the Press and Schechter, 1974
prediction.
With the boundary condition the distribution function vanishes for d > dc, so we
express F(S) by subtracting the fraction of trajectories that did not yet cross the thresh-
old
F(s2) = 1  
Z
dc
 •
P(d, s2)dd , (4.8)
from which we can derive the multiplicity function f (s) by using Eq. 4.3 to get the
mass function by Press and Schechter, 1974
fk(s) =
r
2
p
dc
s
e d
2
c /(2s2) , (4.9)
with the correct normalisation. Note that we indicate solutions from non-correlated
random walks (using a k-space top-hat) with subscript k.
This approach works reasonably well, but has several shortcomings:
1. Collapse in a Gaussian random field does not occur spherically. In the Zel’dovich
approximation, the eigenvalues li of the deformation tensor follow the joint
probability distribution (Doroshkevich, 1970)
p(l1, l2, l3) =
153
8p
p
5s6
exp
✓
 3I
2
1
s
2 +
15I2
2s2
◆
(4.10)
⇥ |(l3   l2)(l3   l1)(l2   l1)| , (4.11)
with I1 = l1 + l2 + l3 and I2 = (l1l2 + l1l3 + l2l3). Isotropic collapse with
l1 = l2 = l3 therefore does not occur. Instead the Zel’dovich picture suggests a
collapse into subsequently walls, sheets, filaments and halos, where the last step
occurs typically along a filament in an ellipsoidal fashion. This is fully consistent
with structure formation observed in N-body simulations.
2. Real halos do not form out of sharp k-space top-hats. Usually one assumes rather
a real-space top-hat as initial condition for the spherical collapse. This leads
to coupling of Fourier modes and introduces correlations between steps of the
random walk.
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FIGURE 4.1: Effect on the halo mass function when changing the barrier width
DB around the fiducial value DB = 0.4. A broader barrier leads to a
smaller suppression of the exponential tail of the mass function and
therefore more high-mass objects.
4.3.1 Diffusing, drifting barrier
The non-spherical collapse dynamics can be addressed by modifying the collapse bar-
rier. The main motivation is that low-mass (high s) halos are more ellipsoidal, while
the largest objects are approximately spherical. Ellipsoidal patches collapse later be-
cause they have to get rid of angular momentum, which leads to an effective higher
threshold. There are various ways to extend the excursion set formalism to account
for this, and here we follow Kopp et al., 2013 and introduce a scale-dependent barrier
of the form
B = dc + bS , (4.12)
that tends to the spherical collapse threshold dc for high-mass halos s ⌧ 1. Even
though more general forms for the ellipsoidal collapse barrier B can be found in the
literature (e.g. B = dc + bgS; see Sheth and Tormen, 2002), the linear approximation
adopted in this work is sufficient for typical cluster abundance studies using clusters
of mass M & 1013.5M /h.
In addition to the barrier drift, the collapse dynamics themselves are complicated
by environmental effects and fuzzy halo definitions. In Maggiore and Riotto, 2010b
this was taken into account by turning the barrier itself into a Gaussian stochastic
variable with a mean B̄ = dc + bS and width DB. Both the trajectories and the barrier
itself perform a random walk, and the joint probability distribution is obtained from
a 2D Fokker-Planck equation (Maggiore and Riotto, 2010b; Corasaniti and Achitouv,
2011)
∂P
∂S
=
1
2
∂
2P
∂d
2 +
DB
2
∂
2P
∂B2
, (4.13)
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which is solved by
fk(s) =
r
2a
p
1
s
e aB̄
2/(2s2)
✓
B̄   s2 dB̄
ds2
◆
, (4.14)
with a ⌘ 1/(1 + DB). Using Eq. 4.12, this reduces to a Press-Schechter like solution
with the constant threshold dc replaced by the full barrier:
fk(s) =
r
2a
p
dc
s
e a(dc+bs
2)2/2s2 . (4.15)
The effect of DB is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1: a broader barrier leads to a smaller fac-
tor a in the exponential, boosting the abundance of high-mass clusters because those
rare trajectories can cross the threshold easier.
4.3.2 Non-markovian corrections
Accounting for realistic filter functions makes it necessary to consider the deviations
from an uncorrelated random walk. Halos form from regions that resemble spherical
patches in the initial conditions and several possible window functions to capture the
correct form of these proto-halos exist (Bond et al., 1991). Here we assume a real space
top-hat, which in Fourier space turns into
W(x) =
3j1(x)
x
, (4.16)
with the spherical Bessel function jn, which we use from here on to calculate the vari-
ance of the density field S in Eq. 4.4. In Maggiore and Riotto, 2010a the authors cal-
culated the corrections induced by correlations between the variance S smoothed at
different radii R for this choice of smoothing filter. The general two-point correlation
function can be written as
hd1d2i = min(S1, S2) + D(S1, S2) , (4.17)
where we introduced the shorthand d1 = d(R1), and the first term expresses the
Markov dynamics leading to the Press-Schechter result with a general barrier in Eq. 4.15.
The correction is of the form
D(S1, S2) = k
S1(S2   S1)
S2
(4.18)
with the coefficient
k(R) ' 0.459   0.003R , (4.19)
and has a weak dependence on cosmology via the power spectrum. As pointed out
above, we deal with a purely Gaussian field in the initial conditions here, and all
correlations are introduced by the filter and not by later non-linear mode coupling.
This also means that k should be calculated from the LCDM relation in Eq. 4.19 even
within a modified gravity model. We will return to this point when discussing the
modified gravity mass function.
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This leads to the real-space top-hat multiplicity function fx, to first order in k (Mag-
giore and Riotto, 2010a; Kopp et al., 2013),
fx(s) = fk(s) + f m m1,b=0(s) + f
m m
b
(1) (s) + f
m m
1,b(2) (s) (4.20)
with the Markovian term fk for a diffusive, drifting barrier given by Eq. 4.15 and cor-
rections
f m m1,b=0(s) = ak
dc
s
✓
ead
2
c /2s2   1
2
G
⇣
0,
ad2c
2s2
⌘◆
, (4.21)
f m m
b
(1) (s) =  adcb
✓
ak erfc
⇣
dc
r
a
2s2
⌘
+ f m m1,b=0(s)
◆
, (4.22)
f m m1,b(2) (s) =  ab
✓
b
2
s
2 f m m1,b=0(s) + dc f
m m
1,b(1) (s)
◆
. (4.23)
4.3.3 Spherical collapse in modified gravity
As for the LCDM case, the starting point of our analysis is spherical collapse. Kopp
et al., 2013 numerically solved the full modified Einstein, scalar field and non-linear
fluid equations to obtain dc in f (R) gravity, and they parameterised their solution for
the threshold by
d
f (R)
c ( fR0, M, z) = dGRc (z) ⇥ D ( fR0, M, z) (4.24)
where the deviation from GR is captured by the correction factor
D( fR0, M, z) = 1 + b2 (1 + z)
 a3
✓
mb  
q
m2b + 1
◆
(4.25)
+ b3
⇣
tanh (mb)   1
⌘
mb( fR0, M, z) = (1 + z)a3
 
log10 M   m1(1 + z) a4
 
(4.26)
m1( fR0) = µ1 log10 | fR0| + µ2
b2 = 0.0166
b3( fR0) = b3
 
2.41   log10 | fR0|
 
a3( fR0) = 1 + exp
⇣
 2.08  log10 | fR0| + 5.56
 2⌘
a4( fR0) = a4
⇣
tanh
⇣
0.69
 
log10 | fR0| + 6.65
  ⌘
+ 1
⌘
.
The parameterisation converges to the GR limit dGRc separately for high z and | fR0| !
0, which is well approximated by (Nakamura and Suto, 1997)
d
GR
c (z) =
3(12p)2/3
20
✓
1   0.0123 log10
✓
1 +
W 1m   1
(1 + z)3
◆◆
. (4.27)
The coefficients a4, b3, µ1, µ2 from Kopp et al., 2013 are given in Tab. 4.2 which were
fitted to numerical solutions and should be regarded as prediction of their spherical
collapse model. Here we want to bring this model closer to data before we consider
possible constraints from cluster abundance.
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TABLE 4.2: Fiducial values for the GR mass function barrier shape and the virial
f (R) collapse threshold Eq. 4.24.
GR f (R)
DB b a4 b3 µ1 µ2
0.4 0.12 0.11 2.7 ⇥ 10 3 1.99 26.21
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FIGURE 4.2: Top: Relative change in the collapse threshold dc/dGRc for slightly
different values of the screening mass Mscreen (dashed vertical lines)
around fR0 ' 10 6 at z = 0. This corresponds to the position of the
typical bump in the relative cluster abundance compared to LCDM
(bottom).
The crucial ingredient of the model is mb, which sets the transition mass where
screening sets in. We will express this scale as the screening mass Mscreen, defined
by mb(Mscreen) = 0. In Fig. 4.2 we show the connection between the threshold and
the cluster abundance: up to Mscreen the threshold grows linearly with log M and af-
terwards it starts reverting to the fiducial GR value. In the mass function, this scale
corresponds to a characteristic peak in the additional relative abundance. Note that
the negative relative abundance for lower masses shown in the plot is physical because
of mass conservation: additional high-mass objects form from low-mass halos.
For mb = 0, the threshold is given by
dc = d
GR
c
 
1 + b2(1 + z) a3   b3
 
, (4.28)
and because a lower dc leads to a higher cluster abundance, b2 and b3 set the height of
the additional abundance peak, a3 and a4 control the redshift evolution of the screen-
ing mass, and µ1, µ2 determine how quickly the model reverts to GR when changing
fR0.
Fig. 4.3 shows the variation of the threshold as a function of redshift and the fR0
parameter for a halo of mass M200 = 1014M /h. Considering this mass representative
of the lightest objects entering a cosmological cluster catalogue, the leftmost line indi-
cates the limit of cluster abundance studies to constrain the theory at a given redshift
where the deviation in dc is of order 1%.
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FIGURE 4.3: Change in collapse threshold d f (R)c /dGRc for a halo of fixed mass
M200 = 1014M /h with redshift and fR0. The fiducial threshold is
lowered due to the fifth force for large fR0. At high redshifts, dc
reverts to the LCDM value. The plot includes the corrections from
Sec. 4.3.6.
To write the multiplicity function for f (R) including non-Markovian corrections,
we assume that the correlation between steps behaves similar for modified gravity
and GR. This is justified because we measure the correlation in the initial conditions
where the density fields in both theories are identical – all modifications to the time
evolution are absorbed into the threshold dc( fR0, M, z). Therefore we write (Kopp et
al., 2013)
f f (R)x (s) ' f GRx (s)
f f (R)k
f GRk
(4.29)
with the Markovian multiplicity function f f (R)k derived from the modified gravity bar-
rier B̄ = dc( fR0, M, z) + bs2 given in eq. 4.24
f f (R)k (s) =
r
2a
p
1
s
e aB̄
2/(2s2)
✓
B̄   s2 dB̄
ds2
◆
=
r
2a
p
1
s
e aB̄
2/(2s2)
 
d
f (R)
c   3M2
∂d
f (R)
c
∂M
∂ ln s
∂ ln R
!
. (4.30)
Together with f GRk (Eq. 4.15) and f
GR
x (Eq. 4.20), this defines the full modified gravity
multiplicity function (Eq. 4.29), and yields the halo mass function via Eq. 4.2. We
emphasize again that all expressions are defined for the smoothed density field sGR
calculated in a standard cosmology – as already discussed, the threshold is imposed on
the initial conditions, and all subsequent effects of modified gravity are encapsulated
in the dynamics of the barrier.
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FIGURE 4.4: Top: Change in the collapse threshold dnc /dc for different neutrino
masses. The scale dependent growth in nCDM cosmologies translates
to a slight mass dependence of dc. The higher threshold leads then to
a stronger suppression in the exponential high mass tail of the mass
function (bottom).
4.3.4 Neutrinos
As we have seen, the signal of modified gravity is a lower collapse threshold and a
resulting higher abundance of clusters compared to LCDM. To set realistic limits on
deviations from GR, we will now incorporate effects of massive neutrinos. As has been
studied before (see e.g. Lesgourgues and Pastor, 2006) they suppress structure growth
below the free-streaming scale which leads to a lower abundance of galaxy clusters,
counteracting possible effects of f (R). Constraining the neutrino mass is an important
goal for cluster cosmology in its own right, but here we will focus on degeneracy with
modified gravity effects.
Costanzi et al., 2013 showed that the effect of neutrinos on the cluster abundance
can be well captured by rescaling the smoothed density field
s
2 ! s2cdm(z) =
Z dk
k
k3Pcdm(k, z)
2p2
W2(kR) , (4.31)
with the cold dark matter power spectrum obtained by rescaling the total matter
power spectrum Pm with the respective transfer functions weighted by the density
of each species
Pcdm(k, z) = Pm(k, z)
✓
WcdmTcdm(k, z) + WbTb(k, z)
Tm(k, z)(Wcdm + Wb)
◆2
, (4.32)
thus assuming that neutrinos are distributed smoothly on cluster scales. The scale
dependent growth caused by neutrinos for the other components is also accounted
for by the transfer functions. Eq. 4.31 is expressed as a time-dependent rescaling, but
we can also again think of the inital density field as fixed and map the change to the
collapse threshold
d
n
c =
s(z)
scdm(z)
dc . (4.33)
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FIGURE 4.5: Change in the effective collapse threshold at z = 0 induced by mas-
sive neutrinos with Â m
n
= 0.3 eV (blue), for fR0 = 10 5 (orange)
and the combined effect. The grey shaded region shows a 5% devia-
tion from the fiducial value. Over the mass range M > 1014M h 1
relevant for cluster abundance studies the effects of neutrinos and
modified gravity are approximately degenerate.
In this picture, we account for the effect of neutrinos by introducing an appropriate
shift in the time variable s2 of the random walk. This rescaling expresses the cold dark
matter approximation outlined above and it allows us to compare the effects of mod-
ified gravity and neutrinos on the threshold directly. While there is some ambiguity
how to compare cosmologies with and without neutrinos, in this paper we choose to
keep the total matter density Wm fixed. Thus when adding neutrinos, we rescale the
dark matter density by (Lesgourgues and Pastor, 2006)
W0cdm = Wcdm   Â
m
n
93.14 eV
. (4.34)
In Fig. 4.4 we show the rescaled critical density for collapse dnc and the resulting
effect on the halo mass function. A larger dc leads to an increased exponential sup-
pression of high mass halos in Eq. 4.14. Note that the scale dependent growth caused
by neutrinos translates to a weak mass dependency of the barrier. To check how this
suppression can mask the additional abundance caused by modified gravity, we com-
bine the f (R) threshold with the neutrino rescaling from Eq. 4.33:
d
eff
c =
s(z)
sCDM(z)
d
f (R)
c . (4.35)
A suitable combination of neutrino masses and fR0 can then lead to an effective barrier
close to its LCDM value over the mass range M > 1014M   h 1 relevant for cluster
surveys, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. We will return to this point and check the validity
of this approach by comparing to simulations in Sec. 4.3.6.
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4.3.5 Halo bias and cluster clustering
The mass function also allows us to derive the corresponding clustering bias. The
Eulerian bias is given by the overabundance of objects in a region with an overdensity
d0 compared to the mean abundance
b = 1 +
1
n̄(M)
dn̄(M|d0)
dd0
= 1 +
1
f (s)
d f (s|d0, s0)
dd0
    
d0=0
, (4.36)
therefore the first order bias is the linear response of the halo field to changes in the
underlying density field. For a fixed barrier, the conditional mass function f (s|d0)
simply involves a shift of the barrier dc ! dc   d0, but for a generic barrier the situation
is more complicated.
Achitouv et al., 2016 proposed the conditional mass function for a generic barrier
f (S|d0, S0) =
r
2
p
✓
B̄   SdB̄
dS
+
S2
2
d2B̄
dS2
  d0
◆
S/a
(S/a   S0)3/2
(4.37)
⇥ exp
✓
  (B̄   d0)
2
2(S/a   S0)
◆
, (4.38)
and found good agreement with Monte Carlo random walks for various barrier shapes.
This yields the linear bias
b(S) = 1 +
 
aB̄
S
  1
B̄   S dB̄dS
!
, (4.39)
with the same barrier B̄ as used for the mass function, but the bias depends only mildly
on the barrier width DB and drift b for the mass range we focus on in this work. It is
mainly sensitive to the mean threshold dc.
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FIGURE 4.6: Deviations from the fiducial GR bias for several values of fR0 and
Â m
n
at redshift z = 0. Clusters become more abundant with larger
values of fR0, so they become less biased. For neutrinos this trend is
reversed, the suppression of high mass objects increases their bias.
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We show the changes in the bias induced by modified gravity or massive neutri-
nos in Fig. 4.6 using the f (R) barrier B̄(M, z, fR0). The lower threshold means that
clusters form out of smaller overdensities compared to LCDM, so they are less biased
tracers of the density field. This tendency is only enhanced the stronger the f (R) ef-
fect gets and the linear bias shrinks with larger values of fR0. For neutrinos, this effect
is reversed: because the high-mass tail of the mass function is suppressed, massive
clusters are less abundant overall and therefore only form in very overdense regions.
However the absolute scale of the halo bias in LCDM is still uncertain (Baxter et al.,
2016; Paech et al., 2017), making it very difficult to use this behaviour for constraints
– both neutrinos and modified gravity lead to a lower bias of low-mass objects com-
pared to high-mass objects. We therefore leave a forecast analysis also including the
clustering of clusters for future work.
4.3.6 Calibration and comparison
The excursion set framework predicts the mass function in terms of the halo mass
at virialization dn/dMvir since this is the time at which the halo stops to collapse.
Moving to modified gravity, the virial overdensity is even more complicated. While
constant in an Einstein-de-Sitter universe, we expect D f (R)vir to evolve with both redshift
and fR0.
From the observational point of view, however, the mass of a cluster is often de-
fined as the mass inside a sphere encompassing an overdensity D times a reference
value. In this work we adopt Dm = 200 with respect to the mean matter density as
given in Eq. 4.1 to define our simulated catalogues and calibrate the mass function
accordingly.
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FIGURE 4.7: Relative simulated M200m halo abundance for fR0 = 10 5 at redshift
z = 0.3 compared with the original spherical collapse prediction for
virial masses (grey, dot-dashed) and our calibrated model (orange,
solid). For comparison, we also show the unscreened spherical col-
lapse prescription from Eq. 4.43 (cyan, dashed) used in previous stud-
ies as explained in the main text.
A first exemplary comparison between the fiducial barrier model Eq. 4.24 and our
simulation is shown in Fig. 4.7 for fR0 = 10 5 and z = 0.3. As expected the virial
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TABLE 4.3: Best-fit parameters for the width DB and the drift b of the fiducial GR
barrier and the calibrated values for the modified gravity threshold
dc( fR0, z) in Eq. 4.24. The statistical uncertainty of the fit is the last
significant digit.
GR f (R)
DB b a4 b3 µ1 µ2
0.37 0.11 0.067 5.6 ⇥ 10 3 1.38 21.32
mass function from Kopp et al., 2013 is a bad fit to the M200m catalogue and we can
see that the screening mass is offset, leading to a wrong position and amplitude of the
f (R) bump. To calibrate the mass function to a new mass definition, we focus on the
screening mass mb in Eq. 4.26. We keep the functional form, but because the position
and evolution of the screening mass scale is different for another mass definition, we
re-fit the parameters µ1, µ2 to account for the evolution with fR0, b3 to adapt the height
of the relative abundance peak and a4 to adjust the redshift evolution. This is done via
minimisation of the Gaussian log-likelihood
ln L =   1
2
⇣
Ntheo   Nsim
⌘
C 1
⇣
Ntheo   Nsim
⌘T
(4.40)
  1
2
ln det C 1 ,
where the covariance matrix consists of a Poissonian contribution and a sample vari-
ance term
C 1ij = dijN
theo
i + bibjN
theo
i N
theo
j s(Vbox) (4.41)
with theoretical cluster counts Ntheoi per mass bin i and s(Vbox) is the variance of the
density field computed inside the box. We calculate the mean bias averaged over a bin
DMi as
b̄i =
Z
DMi
dM
dn
dM
b(M)
.Z
DMi
dM
dn
dM
, (4.42)
using Eq. 4.39 for the bias and Eq. 4.29 for the mass function. Note that the barrier
shape given by DB and b is very important for the proper GR limit, but largely cancels
in Eq. 4.29. The mass function ratio is therefore almost completely independent from
the fiducial barrier values. So while we choose to work within a consistent framework
with a mass function that is extended to f (R), one could also replace f GRx in Eq. 4.29
with another multiplicity function such as ones by Tinker et al., 2008 or Crocce et al.,
2010 as long as it is also calibrated to M200m. We do not perform a comprehensive com-
parison of mass functions here, but we note that our results for bias and multiplicity
agree within ⇠ 5% with those established results in the literature – a value we take
as an estimate for current systematic effects on the halo mass function mainly due to
differences in halo definition.
Within our simulations, we find no preference for any redshift evolution in the GR
barrier parameters DB and b. We fit them to our LCDM simulations first and keep
them fixed while calibrating the remaining f (R) parameters a4, b3, µ1 and µ2 to our
fR4, fR5 and fR6 simulations. The resulting best-fit values with statistical errors are
shown in Tab. 4.3. For the LCDM barrier values we find qualitative agreement with
previous similar studies (Maggiore and Riotto, 2010b; Kopp et al., 2013; Achitouv et
al., 2016) while the position and evolution of the screening mass mb given by the other
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FIGURE 4.8: Calibrated halo mass function ratio between our theoretical model
and the simulation suite for various redshifts and values of fR0 =
10 4 (blue), 10 5 (orange) and 10 6 (green). The characteristic f (R)
bump in the relative abundance moves towards lower masses with
redshift.
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parameters deviates substantially from the virial mass function from Kopp et al., 2013.
The results are compared to our simulated catalogues in Fig. 4.8 for a wide range of
redshifts and values of fR0. We find that our model for the halo mass function can
reproduce the simulated data by fitting only four parameters to account for the full
non-linear behaviour of the modified gravity model.
For completeness, we also compare our result to a previously used prescription
for the modified gravity mass function in Fig. 4.7. In this ansatz proposed by Cataneo
et al., 2015, the relative effect of f (R) is captured by a ratio of ellipsoidal collapse
multiplicity functions
f f (R)
f GR
⇡ f
ST(s f (R), d f (R)c,unscr.)
f ST(sGR, dGRc )
, (4.43)
where f ST denotes the mass function by Sheth and Tormen, 2002. The density vari-
ance is calculated using the linear power spectrum P(k) in the respective theory, and
d
f (R)
c,unscr. denotes the threshold for spherical collapse in case the theory is unscreened
everywhere, i.e. gravity is enhanced by 4/3 (Schmidt, Vikhlinin, and Hu, 2009)
d
f (R)
c,unscr.(z) = 1.7063
✓
1   0.0136 log10
✓
1 +
W 1m   1
(1 + z)3
◆◆
, (4.44)
which shares the functional form of Eq. 4.27 but differs in the numerical coefficients.
In comparison to our simulations, we can see that this prescription fails to properly
predict the onset and shape of the characteristic enhancement peak.
The next step is to test the inclusion of neutrinos into our framework via Eq. 4.35.
We show the combined effect of neutrinos and modified gravity measured from our
simulations in Fig. 4.9 - note that the simulations including neutrinos were not used
to fit the mass function parameters. Both cosmologies show an approximate degen-
eracy leading to an abundance of clusters that is within 10% consistent with LCDM
expectation at z = 0, and the behaviour is well captured by our mass function. This
cancellation weakly depends on redshift, so cosmologies with similar mass functions
at z = 0 will in general differ at earlier times. The precise degeneracy depends on the
survey specifications such as redshift range and selection function, and we will return
to this problem within the full cosmological parameter space in the next section.
The fact that the inclusion of neutrinos via Eq. 4.35 works so well is actually sur-
prising because it suggests universality of the f (R) mass function when expressed in
terms of n = d2c ( fR0, z)/s2 once the explicit evolution of the collapse threshold is ac-
counted for. In GR, this behaviour is ensured by the Birkhoff theorem, but we cannot
rely on it in modified gravity theories.
4.4 Forecasts
To assess if differences in the cluster abundance are measurable, it is important to
consider the changes in the halo mass function in the context of a survey with a specific
selection function.
We now show with two idealised test cases the consequences of our results for the
ability of current and future surveys to constrain fR0. The abundance of clusters is
mostly sensitive to (Wm, s8, Â mn, log fR0); as for the other relevant cosmological pa-
rameters we include priors from different probes. This has to be done with caution,
because datasets might show different results when analysed in a f (R) framework.
We therefore make use of the fact that the model reproduces a LCDM expansion his-
tory and limit ourselves to geometrical probes.
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FIGURE 4.9: Joint effect of modified gravity and neutrinos on the relative halo
abundance at z = 0. The theoretical abundance is calculated by
combining the calibrated f (R) barrier with the neutrino rescaling
(Eq. 4.33). Both cluster abundance predictions deviate by less then
10% from the LCDM predictions.
TABLE 4.4: A summary of the complementary BAO and BBN mock data sets used
in combination with cluster counts if indicated. We assume these result
in Gaussian priors on the measured quantity with mean µ and width
s.
Probe Quantity µ s
BAO DV(z = 0.38)/rs 10.05 0.17
DV(z = 0.51)/rs 12.84 0.13
DV(z = 0.61)/rs 14.77 0.13
BBN 100 ⇥ Wbh2 2.224 0.046
We add baryon acoustic oscillation priors on the distance scale DV(z) based on
BOSS DR12 data (Alam et al., 2017) at redshifts z = 0.38, 0.51 and 0.61. We cen-
tre them on our fiducial cosmology and assume pre-reconstruction errors on the data
points, i.e. without assuming a LCDM model to linearise the BAO signal, which re-
sults in conservative results. We denote this data set with BAO. Complementary, big-
bang nucleosynthesis measurements constrain the baryon density Wbh2 in the early
universe, where any f (R) effects are negligible. The width of the error bar is based on
Cooke et al., 2014. A summary of both sets of Gaussian priors is given in Tab. 4.4.
The most powerful complementary data set comes from the CMB. If indicated, we
combine the cluster data with priors on the primary CMB parameters derived from
the Planck-high-` temperature power spectrum. We use the publicly available chains
either for the base model or including varying neutrino masses to derive the covari-
ance matrix and use this Gaussian prior, again centred on our fiducial cosmology.
While changes to the temperature anisotropy power spectrum by f (R) gravity are in-
troduced via the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect at late times, the impact on multipoles
` > 30 is very small for the relevant parameter space.
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4.4.1 Optical cluster surveys
We now explore these effects in the context of a forecast for a optical cluster survey,
where the main observable is the cluster richness l. We model the expected number
counts per bin in redshift Dzi and richness Dlj as
hNiji = W
Z
Dzi
dz
dV
dz
Z •
0
dM
dn
dM
Z
Dlj
dl p(l|M) , (4.45)
where the survey area W is fixed, and introduce the probability p(l|M) for a cluster
of mass M to be observed with a richness l. We assume a log-normal distribution,
which allows us to solve the integration over the observable to arrive at
hNiji = W
Z
Dzi
dz
dV
dz
Z •
0
dM
1
2
✓
erfc(xmin)   erfc(xmax)
◆
dn
dM
, (4.46)
with
xmin/max ⌘ ln lmin/max   hln li(M)q
2s2ln l
. (4.47)
We use the weak-lensing calibrated M   l relation measured by Murata et al., 2018 on
SDSS clusters:
hln li(M) = A + B ln
✓
M
M?
◆
(4.48)
sln l(M) = s0 + q ln
✓
M
M?
◆
, (4.49)
where M? = 3 ⇥ 1014M /h is the pivot mass of the relation and A, B, s0 and q are free
parameters varied within priors given by the measurements by Murata et al., 2018.
Note that the weak lensing mass estimate of a given cluster is not affected by f (R)
because geodesics are unchanged up to a negligible factor 1 + fR0.
In addition to these observational uncertainties, also the mass function measured
in simulations shows systematic scatter. This is mainly caused by ambiguities in the
halo definition, so even an identical underlying dark matter field can result in slightly
different halo statistics. Typically, different halo finders vary in the resulting ampli-
tude and tilt of the mass function (Knebe et al., 2011), so we assume
dn
dM
! dn
dM
✓
g + h log
✓
M
M?
◆◆
(4.50)
with g and h free to vary with Gaussian priors with width s = 0.05 centred at 1
and 0 respectively. Because these systematic errors are by far larger than statistical
uncertainty in our fit of barrier parameters, we keep the latter fixed.
The selection function is crucial for the specific degeneracy between parameters,
so we distinguish two cases: Either a large, shallow layout or a deeper survey focused
on a smaller sky area.
For the shallow case, we assume an area of 104 deg2 with eight richness bins as
in Murata et al., 2018 l 2 [20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 47.5, 55, 77.5, 100] and one red-
shift bin z 2 [0.1, 0.3]. This translates to an approximately flat limiting mass of
Mmin ⇠ 1014.4M /h. All bins are well populated with over 100 clusters so we as-
sume a Gaussian likelihood as in Eq. 4.40. This mock survey is combined with either
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FIGURE 4.10: Expected constraints on fR0 from a shallow or deep optical cluster
survey as described in the text. The cases shown here keep the neu-
trino mass fixed.
CMB or BAO + BBN priors as given in Tab. 4.4 and we evaluate the resulting likeli-
hood using the Monte Carlo Markov Chain code MontePython (Audren et al., 2013;
Brinckmann and Lesgourgues, 2018).
We show the cluster count distribution in redshift and richness for a shallow sur-
vey in Fig. 4.11. For the given selection function, at low redshifts the effects of neu-
trinos and modified gravity are almost completely degenerate. Both roughly translate
into a shift in the overall amplitude which is also easily mimicked by the amplitude
of the M   l relation. The richness information does help to break this degeneracy
slightly because neutrinos tend to cause a strong suppression of very massive clusters
while modified gravity leads to a higher abundance of low- and intermediate mass
objects. The resulting limits on fR0 that can be achieved with such a survey are shown
in Tab. 4.5. If cluster counts are only combined with BAO information, the limits are
rather weak and when adding neutrinos we find no relevant upper bound. Adding
the CMB improves the situation by pinning down the other cosmological parameters,
but even then adding neutrinos weakens the bounds considerably. Note that there
is a small additional effect due to broader CMB constraints on other parameters in
a nCDM cosmology, but this mostly extends the contours in the direction of larger
allowed Wm values while fR0 is anti-correlated with the matter density.
For the deep survey, we take an area of 5000 deg2 – the total area that will be cov-
ered by the Dark Energy Survey1 – and bins in richness l 2 [20, 30, 45, 60, 200] and
redshift z 2 [0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8]. The resulting cluster counts for this configura-
tion in redshift and richness are shown in Fig. 4.12. Information about the abundance
at higher redshifts helps in breaking the degeneracy, because while neutrinos suppress
1https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
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FIGURE 4.11: Left: Evolution of cluster counts with redshift for the shallow optical
cluster survey described in the text. Grey shaded bands indicate 1s
uncertainty in the mass-richness-relation. The bottom plot shows
relative deviations caused by modified gravity (orange), massive
neutrinos (blue), or both (violet). For low redshifts with the given
selection function, both effects are approximately a shift in total am-
plitude of the counts. Right: Richness distribution of cluster counts.
The bottom plot shows relative deviations.
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FIGURE 4.12: Left: Evolution of cluster counts with redshift for the deep opti-
cal cluster survey described in the text. Grey shaded bands indi-
cate 1s uncertainty in the mass-richness-relation. The bottom plot
shows relative deviations caused by modified gravity (orange), mas-
sive neutrinos (blue), or both (violet). While degenerate at low red-
shifts, neutrino effects are more pronounced at high z (where the
f (R) mass function reverts to GR). Right: Richness distribution of
cluster counts. The bottom plot shows relative deviations. The de-
generacy here crucially depends on the position of the f (R) peak in
the relative abundance.
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TABLE 4.5: Expected constraints from optical cluster surveys in various configu-
rations as described in the text.
Probes Limit (95 %)
Shallow + BAO + BBN | fR0| < 8.1 ⇥ 10 4
Shallow + BAO + BBN + n –
Shallow + BAO + BBN + CMB | fR0| < 7.6 ⇥ 10 5
Shallow + BAO + BBN + CMB + n | fR0| < 1.5 ⇥ 10 4
Deep + BAO + BBN + n | fR0| < 2.0 ⇥ 10 6
the population there, the f (R) mass function reverts to GR for z > 0.5. Even though
modified gravity boosts the abundance of high mass clusters at low redshifts as shown
in Fig. 4.8, integrated over z the effect on low-richness clusters is dominant as shown
on the right panel of Fig. 4.12. Neutrinos on the other hand suppress the high-mass
end of the halo mass function, so that – when combined – the two effects largely break
the degeneracy between f (R) and neutrinos. Even without adding CMB information,
such a survey can constrain fR0 down to the effective cluster floor of ⇠ 10 6 indepen-
dent of neutrinos. We show the resulting posterior from both surveys combined with
BAO and BBN priors for vanishing neutrino mass in Fig. 4.10.
4.4.2 SZ cluster surveys
The thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovitch (SZ) effect is the heating of CMB photons by scatter-
ing with hot electron plasma in clusters of galaxies, leading to a characteristic distor-
tion of the blackbody spectrum. The measured amplitude is expressed by the Comp-
ton y-parameter and is given by the integrated electron density ne weighted with their
temperature Te along the line of sight
y µ
Z
neTedl µ MhTei . (4.51)
If we assume a virialised system, hTei µ M2/3 and the amplitude scales as y µ M5/3.
The potential energy of such a cluster is given by
hEpoti µ  GM
2
R
µ  GM5/3 µ  y , (4.52)
therefore the thermal SZ effect is a probe of the potential energy. In unscreened f (R)
gravity, potentials are deeper by a factor of 4/3 and thus a cluster with the same mass
will induce a larger SZ signal compared to a standard cosmology.
A SZ selected cluster sample will hence show a higher abundance in modified
gravity both due to the mass function enhancement discussed so far, but also due to
modifications of the selection function because lower mass clusters will surpass the
detection threshold.
To model this effect, we consider the relative strength of gravity
g(r) ⌘ dy/dr
dyN/dr
(4.53)
normalised by the Newtonian expectation yN which varies between 1 in the screened
regime and 4/3 for the unscreened case. From this we can derive the weighted average
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FIGURE 4.13: Limiting mass using the Planck SZ cluster selection function for the
fiducial case (grey), assuming all clusters are unscreened for a high
value of fR0 = 10 4 (orange) and an intermediate case where parts
of the sample are screened with fR0 = 5 ⇥ 10 5 (red, dot-dashed).
ḡ =
R
drr2w(r)g(r)R
drr2w(r)
, (4.54)
with the weighting function
w(r) = r(r)r
dyN
dr
(4.55)
which corresponds to the averaged additional potential energy. We follow Schmidt,
2010 and make the simplified assumption that the fifth force is only sourced by mass
outside of the radius given by Eq. 3.65. Therefore we write
g(r) = 1 +
1
3
M(< r)   M(< rscreen)
M(< r)
, (4.56)
where rscreen is the radius where the equality in Eq. 3.65 holds. The time evolution of
rscreen and subsequently ḡ is induced by the background evolution of fR
f̄R(z) = fR0
Wm + 4WL
Wm(1 + z)3 + 4WL
, (4.57)
and the integrals in Eq. 4.54 can be solved by assuming NFW profiles so both density
and potential are determined. Note that ḡ is only very weakly sensitive to the con-
centration of the profiles, so we fix the relation to the results of Bullock et al., 2001.
Even though halos tend to be more concentrated in f (R), this does not change our
qualitative argument.
From Eq. 4.52 we therefore expect the mass estimate to be biased compared to GR
by
Meff = ḡ3/5Mtrue , (4.58)
i.e. the SZ signal coming from an unscreened cluster of fixed mass is higher by a factor
of (4/3)3/5 ' 1.19 compared to the GR expectation. Similar arguments have been used
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FIGURE 4.14: Redshift distribution for the Planck cluster counts due the halo mass
function into account (solid) and selection function effects (dot-
dashed). Grey bands indicate a 10% uncertainty in the cluster mass
scale set by (1   b).
before to constrain f (R) by comparing lensing masses with X-ray (Wilcox et al., 2015)
or dynamical mass estimates (Pizzuti et al., 2017). Here we want to incorporate the
effect into a cluster abundance framework.
To illustrate the method, we consider the consequences for the Planck SZ cluster
sample (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015). There, the hydrostatic mass bias (1   b) is
introduced to account for the difference between masses inferred from lensing and the
corresponding hydrostatic SZ signal. In f (R), we therefore expect (1   b) to be mod-
ified by an additional factor ḡ3/5. Because the mass definition used in SZ surveys is
typically M500c, we calculate NFW potentials to determine ḡ using this mass definition
and we consider a cluster fully screened if the condition in Eq. 3.65 has not been met
at R500c.
In Fig. 4.13 we show the resulting limiting mass for the Planck SZ selection func-
tion. Because the clusters in the sample are very massive, they are screened unless fR0
reaches quite high values ⇠ 10 4. However, if all clusters in the Planck sample are
unscreened, this would be completely absorbed by the fiducial measurement of the
bias factor - but because the lensing calibration is performed on very massive objects,
smaller objects can still exhibit deviations. This is illustrated with the dot-dashed line
for | fR0| = 5 ⇥ 10 5.
The resulting Planck SZ cluster counts are shown in Fig. 4.14. Here we recalibrate
our mass function to M500c using the rescaling outlined in Hu and Kravtsov, 2003.
While this simplified procedure will not predict the position of the screening mass and
the subsequent position of the f (R) peak in the mass function correctly, we just want
to point out that the effect of the adjusted selection function can be quite powerful - in
this case as important as the higher cluster abundance from the mass function itself.
The high mass scale for the Planck clusters limits the usefulness of this method
here, but upcoming X-ray surveys such as eRosita2 are expected to detect clusters and
groups down to M ⇠ 1013M /h where similar methods can be very powerful.
2http://www.mpe.mpg.de/eROSITA
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FIGURE 4.15: Posterior distribution of the main cosmological parameters for the
shallow survey + BBN + BAO + CMB with a fiducial model gener-
ated using fR0 = 10 4. All parameters are fully consistent with a
vanilla LCDM model and none (including nuisance parameters not
plotted here) show significant deviations > 1s from their fiducial
values indicated by dashed lines.
4.4.3 Searching for modified gravity with other parametrisations
The problem in searching for modifications of gravity is that theory space is enormous,
and there are potentially many models to test. Current and future cosmological sur-
veys are mostly designed to search for deviations in the dark energy equation of state
w from  1, so we might wonder if these standard searches are sufficient to detect de-
viations from LCDM without assuming a specific model. The hope is then that once
an anomaly is detected (for example an equation of state w 6=  1), one can resolve the
tension in an extended model involving new physics.
As a test case, we set Â m
n
= 0 and generate a fiducial cluster catalogue with
fR0 = 10 4 for the shallow optical cluster survey described above combined with
CMB and BAO + BBN information. This value of fR0 is larger than the 95 % upper limit
fR0 < 7.2 ⇥ 10 5 from the same combination of data sets given in Tab. 4.5. We then
explore the posterior assuming a wCDM model and use the according CMB covariance
matrix for our prior.
We find that the best-fit wCDM model does not show any significant deviations
from the vanilla case. The full posterior distribution of the major cosmological pa-
rameters is shown in Fig. 4.15, and while there are small deviations in the nuisance
parameters, all of them are within 1s compatible with their standard values without
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fR0 = 10 4. All parameters for the best-fit model agree within 1s
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any peculiar features.
We also compare the richness distribution of cluster counts for the best-fit model
with the f (R) mock data in Fig. 4.16 and find no significant deviations. The full param-
eter space (including the nuisance parameters described above) proves to be flexible
enough to account even for a large value of fR0 that could be detected if the correct
model is assumed in the analysis. This indicates that wCDM might not be a good ap-
proach to search for generic deviations from LCDM for models that are not captured
by this particular parametrisation.
Therefore we can not necessarily exclude modified gravity (or other) models just
from the lack of tensions in the LCDM or wCDM analysis of cosmological surveys.
Instead, it is necessary to consider the phenomenology of models individually in order
to rule them out.
4.5 Cluster kinematics in modified gravity
The presence of force enhancement inside the cluster can also have an effect on other
observables. The kinematics of cluster members is a prime example and connected to
the gravitational potential via the virial theorem. The same discussion as in Sec. 4.4.2
therefore applies: a modification of the dynamical potential leads to systematic de-
viations from the GR expectation. In the case of kinematics, we expect the velocity
dispersions to be larger in f (R).
We measure the velocity dispersion s of dark matter particles in our simulations
for a wide range of clusters. The results are presented in Fig. 4.17. All f (R) models
included here converge to the same virial value of s in the unscreened regime for clus-
ter M < 1014M h 1 where the additional force is present. For very massive clusters
M ⇡ 1015M h 1 the fR0 = 10 5 models revert to the LCDM value, while fR0 = 10 4
still shows deviations. Note that these very massive clusters are screened for all mod-
els, but for fR0 = 10 4 the velocity dispersions still carry an imprint of the past force
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FIGURE 4.17: Average velocity dispersion s of dark matter particles in halos mea-
sured in our simulations. The shaded areas correspond to the sta-
tistical error bars. Low-mass halos are unscreened for | fR0| = 10 5
(red) and | fR0| = 10 4 (grey) and virialise to higher values of s.
Massive clusters are screened, so the | fR0| = 10 5 model reverts to
the fiducial LCDM value. Neutrinos have no measurable effect on
the intra-cluster dynamics.
enhancement and did not relax to the new virial equilibrium yet. Neutrinos have no
measurable effect on the measured cluster kinematics, so a comparison between lens-
ing mass and kinematic mass to constrain fR0 is not affected by them.
This seems very appealing, but intermediate and low mass halos, which are the
most interesting objects to find any f (R) effects, have relatively low richness l  20.
This makes a study on single objects very challenging, but a stacked analysis could
become competitive to other methods.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an accurate halo mass function based on a spherical
collapse framework valid for modified gravity and neutrino cosmologies, and cali-
brated it to a suite of specifically-designed cosmological simulations, the DUSTGRAIN-
pathfinder runs. This allows joint constraints from cluster abundance studies. We keep
the additional relative change and the fiducial GR mass function separate, so our re-
sults can be used with any other mass function calibrated to our mass definition of
M200m.
The cluster mass definition is crucial to accurately predict the characteristic f (R)
peak in the relative abundance because it governs the onset of screening effects. Mass
functions for other commonly used mass definitions such as M500c therefore require
recalibration of the screening mass, which we refer to future work.
We also demonstrate that the inclusion of neutrinos via a rescaling of the density
field Eq. 4.31 still holds in extended models, and we find a degeneracy between effects
of f (R) and massive neutrinos in the abundance of clusters that limits the ability of
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surveys with small redshift reach to disentangle them. This is likely to weaken exist-
ing limits on fR0 from cluster abundance, and we will use the mass function for joint
constraints using cluster data in a follow-up paper.
Deeper cluster surveys however can tell neutrinos and modified gravity reliably
apart by their different redshift evolution, and future optical cluster samples will be
able to probe the entire phenomenologically relevant parameter range of the model
even when accounting for systematic uncertainties. This could be realised by the com-
plete Dark Energy Survey, eRosita or Euclid3 cluster samples.
We also explore the possibility to include f (R) effects in the selection function of
SZ or X-ray surveys directly as proposed by Schmidt, 2010 and we find potentially
large effects if the sample can be extended to include nearby, intermediate and low
mass objects with M . 1014M /h. Even though neutrinos can mask the additional
abundance in the mass function at low redshifts, it is still possible to detect fifth forces
through these selection effects. This allows to incorporate the limits on fR0 from com-
paring lensing mass estimates and X-ray, SZ or dynamical mass estimates consistently
into cluster abundance studies in a fully consistent framework.
Finally we find that generic searches for wCDM do not necessarily lead to signifi-
cant tensions or conspicuous features when used to analyse mock f (R) data – even if
the value of fR0 could be detected with the same data set in a dedicated analysis. This
emphasizes the need to model phenomenology of LCDM extensions carefully. A lack
of tensions within a parametrisation does not imply the absence of new physics.
3https://www.euclid-ec.org/
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Chapter 5
Summary and outlook
The large-scale structure holds a wealth of information about our Universe. The only
question is how to make use of it. For this work, we mostly focused on clusters of
galaxies to learn about the dynamics of the underlying density field and to search for
deviations from the cosmological standard model.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the detection of galaxy clusters via the SZ effect, which
causes the cluster to appear as a characteristic shadow (below 217 Ghz) or bright spot
(above 217 Ghz) on the maps of the CMB. The method is not only powerful because
the spectral feature is very unique, but also because the SZ amplitude has a direct
connection to the gravitational potential of the halo. This makes one of the problems
of cluster cosmology slightly easier - the connection between observed galaxy clusters
and the dark matter halos in which they form.
The currently largest SZ selected cluster sample was detected by the Planck satel-
lite, and we discussed the theoretical model that statistically connects the observed SZ
flux to the mass of the dark matter halo. This model has to be calibrated by external
weak lensing measurements, and current disagreement between various calibrations
are the major limiting factor for the interpretation of the cosmological results. We also
calculated modifications in the likelihood function induced by the correlation between
halos themselves. Even though massive clusters are very rare objects in the universe,
they trace the density field and are not randomly distributed. The resulting corrections
are noticeable for Planck, but sub-dominant compared to the systematic uncertainty
associated with determining the cluster mass scale. For future surveys however, this
effect will become relevant.
In the coming years, several currently planned or ongoing cluster surveys will sur-
pass the size of the Planck catalogue by far. We illustrated the power of these upcom-
ing surveys by performing a forecast for the expected cosmological constraints from
SZ-selected CORE cluster number counts. While the mission is primarily designed
to map the CMB anisotropy just like Planck, we find that the information provided
by clusters improves the expected constraints on the dark energy equation of state
parameter w0 drastically.
We then considered possible deviations from LCDM more general in Chapter 3.
Since we do not have a theoretically appealing contender to the standard model right
now, it is tempting to test for deviations in a way as model-independent as possible.
For the background evolution, this is usually phrased in terms of the equation of state
parameters w0 and wa. Since the expansion history is quite tightly constrained to-
day, we move towards the growth of perturbations where Newtonian gravity can be
modified by two phenomenological parameters µ and g which change the strength of
gravity and the strength of gravitational lensing respectively. But the restriction to a
Newtonian framework limits the usefulness of this approach. For example it is not
possible to calculate the CMB anisotropies once µ ad g are specified since dynamics
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at the horizon scale are responsible for the shape of the power spectrum. We there-
fore extended the model to a fully relativistic setting. The full framework is valid at
all times and fully self-consistent since it is constructed to obey the relativistic local
conservation laws.
The relativistic parametrisation was implemented in the Einstein-Boltzmann code
CLASS, which allows us to calculate cosmological perturbations for given µ and g.
The only limitations are numerical stability constraints for solving the perturbations in
the early universe, where strong deviations from standard gravity violate underlying
assumptions of the approximation schemes. However, such severe modifications are
constrained by the data anyway so this is not a severe restriction.
Then we used the parametrised framework for a concrete example, and showed
how the perturbations in f (R) gravity can be mapped onto the µ and g functions.
This allows to compute the full linear perturbations for modified gravity cosmologies
of that kind. However, we also discussed that the restriction to linear scales is prob-
lematic in practice – most information available in the large-scale structure resides
on non-linear scales, and on a practical side it is very difficult to find purely linear
measurements of growth.
Therefore we turned to the full non-linear dynamics in order to constrain f (R) in
Chapter 4 and developed a halo mass function for modified gravity. This was done
in a generalised spherical collapse framework, and we used a suite of N-body simu-
lations to calibrate the collapse barrier in f (R). We found that massive neutrinos are
a crucial nuisance parameter, since they suppress the abundance of massive clusters
which can counteract the boost of the halo mass function expected in modified gravity.
Our framework includes both components, modified gravity and neutrinos, and we
extensively tested its predictions by comparing it to simulations.
To illustrate the consequence of the f (R)-neutrino degeneracy, we performed fore-
casts for idealised current and future optical cluster surveys. While the effect is rele-
vant for existing limits, which all neglected neutrino effects so far, the large upcoming
samples will be able to distinguish between them. We find that the different redshift
evolution of the cluster abundance is key here, so a deep survey (such as the full Dark
Energy Survey) can reliable disentangle f (R) from all other cosmological parameters.
An application of the mass function to data in order to derive the first constraints on
f (R) while fully accounting for systematic uncertainties and neutrino effects is cur-
rently ongoing.
We also investigated the consequences of modified gravity effects inside the clus-
ter for the selection function for SZ- or X-ray surveys. If the cluster is unscreened, the
additional force contribution boosts the expected SZ or X-ray signal, so lower mass
systems make it into the sample that would not surpass the detection threshold in GR.
We provide a simplified model in terms of the additional potential energy due to f (R)
effects and connect them to observables via the virial theorem. Since the mass func-
tion is very steep, a higher signal from systems with fixed mass can have quite large
effects. We find that the most promising objects for this kind of analysis are intermedi-
ate mass clusters M ⇠ 1014M h 1 at low redshifts z < 0.2. Taking the Planck selection
function as an example, we demonstrated that the additional abundance due to these
astrophysical effects can be as important as the higher abundance caused by the halo
mass function.
Then we tested the possibility to detect f (R) effects using other commonly used
parametrisations, such as w0 and wa. We created artificial f (R) catalogues for val-
ues of fR0 that could be detected when analysed with the correct model, but fitted a
wCDM cosmology to the mock data. We found no suspicious features in the poste-
rior distribution, which is fully compatible with a vanilla LCDM model. We conclude
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that parametrisations can be a dangerous tool – they do not necessarily capture the
features we should be looking for. We are currently working on similar tests for other
parametrisations such as µ and g. Another way is to try to reconstruct an effective
linear growth rate Dobs+ from cluster data directly.
Cluster kinematics are also a potentially powerful tool to find deviations from stan-
dard gravity, and we are currently working on an analysis based on the phase space
of member galaxies to build on the discussion about velocity dispersion in modified
gravity in Chapter 4. Since relaxation times for cluster are long, of order 10% of the
age of the universe, signatures of the enhanced gravitational force can survive in phase
space even though the halo might be screened today.
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